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A chargeoperatoris constructedfor a quantumfield theorywith an abeliandiscretegauge
symmetry,anda non-localorder parameteris formulated thatspecifieshow thegaugesymmetry
is realized.If the discretegaugesymmetry is manifest,then the chargeinside a largeregion can
be detectedat the boundaryof the region,even in a theory with no masslessgaugefields.This
long-rangeeffect has no classical analog; it implies that a black hole can in principle carry
“quantum-mechanicalhair”. If the gauge group is nonabelian, then a chargedparticle can
transferchargeto a ioop of cosmicstringvia the nonabelianAharonov—Bohmeffect. Thestring
loop can carrychargeeven thoughthereis no localizedsourceof chargeanywhereon thestring
or in its vicinity. The “total charge”in a closeduniversemustvanish,but, if the gaugegroup is
nonabelianand the universeis not simply connected,then the “total charge”is not necessarily
thesameasthe sum of all point chargescontainedin the universe.

1. Introduction

It was recently pointed out in ref. [1] that local gauge invariancemay have
interesting low-energy consequenceseven in the absenceof light gauge fields.
Imagine, for example, a gauge theory with continuousgauge group G that

undergoesthe Higgsmechanismat a symmetry-breakingmassscalev. If the only
survivingmanifestgaugesymmetry is a discrete,but nontrivial, subgroupH of G,
thenall gaugefields acquiremassesof order ev, where e is the gaugecoupling.
The effective field theory that describesphysics at energieswell below the mass
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scaleet’ is a theorywithout gaugefields,but which respectsthe local H symmetry.
Particlesin this effective field theorymay carry nontrivial H charges.Even though
the classicalelectric field of a chargedparticle is screenedby the Higgsconden-
sate, the charge induces quantum-mechanicaleffects that can be detectedin
principle at arbitrarily long distances. In particular, an H charge exhibits a

nontrivial Aharonov—Bohmeffect upon circumnavigatinga cosmic string of the
underlying G gaugetheory [2,3].

In fact, the notion of a local discrete H symmetry can be formulated even

without appealingto an underlyingtheorywith a continuousgaugegroup G that
containsH [1,41.The significanceof local H symmetry canbe appreciateddirectly

if we considera spacetimemanifold M that is not simply connected.The fields of
an H gauge theory defined on M neednot be strictly periodic on the noncon-
tractible closed loops of M; instead,the fields need only be periodic up to the
actionof an elementof H. Suchboundaryconditionsdistinguishlocal H symmetry
from global H symmetry, and allow the local symmetry to manifestitself through
nontrivial Aharonov—Bohmphenomena.

While theseobservationsare elementary,their consequencesare potentially
profound. For example,it is well known that amongthe quantumnumbersthat
characterizea black hole are charges,like electric charge,that couple to massless
gaugefields; the long-rangefield of a chargedparticle survivesevenasthe particle
crossesthe horizon of the black hole. The possibility of discretelocal symmetry
suggests[1,4] that a black hole may also be endowedwith othervarietiesof “hair”
that, while invisible classically, can be detectedthrough quantum interference
effects. Such quantum-mechanicalhair blurs the distinction betweenblack holes
and elementaryparticles, thus encouragingthe speculationthat this distinction
may eventuallyfadeaway entirely.

Furthermore,the suggestionthat discretesymmetriesmay be gaugesymmetries
provides a rationale for discrete symmetries in low-energy physics. Since no
fundamentalprinciple preventsglobal symmetriesfrom being badly broken,oneis
naturally reluctantto imposeany global symmetries,whethercontinuousor dis-
crete, on a model field theory that purports to describe Nature. But a local
symmetry,whether continuousor discrete,is intrinsically exact. Thus, the gauge
principle may justify the discretesymmetriesin variousextensionsof the standard
model. For example,discretesymmetriesare often invoked to ensurethe phe-
nomenologicalviability of modelsof low-energysupersymmetty.Suchsymmetries,
if global, are jeopardizedby the wormhole fluctuations in the topology of space-
time that may occur in quantumgravity [5,6]. But, if local thesesymmetriesare
invulnerableto wormholedynamics[1].

Although the argumentscontainedtherearepersuasive,thediscussionin ref. [1]
did not provide a clearly stateddefinition of the chargein a theorywith discrete
local symmetry, or any precise mathematicalcriterion for whether the chargeis
detectable.In this paperwewill fill thesegapsin the previousdiscussion.We hope
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to clarify the conceptof discretelocal symmetry,andto further exploresome of its
consequences.

The remainderof this paper is organizedas follows. In sect. 2, we review the
notionof a superselectionrule, andobservethat the centralclaim of ref. [1] is the
existenceof nontrivial superselectionsectorslabeledby the discretegaugecharge.
We constructan operator realizationof this chargein sect. 3 that is applicable
when the discretegaugesymmetry is abelian,andwe usethis chargeoperatorin
sect. 4 to formulate a nonlocal order parameterthat specifieshow the discrete

gaugesymmetry is realized.The propertiesof the chargeoperatorandthe order
parameterare illustrated in sect. 5 in the contextof an explicit example— a Z2
lattice gaugetheory coupledto a Z2 spin system. We describein sect. 6 how a

continuumfield theory with local discretesymmetry can be formulatedwithout
introducingany gaugefields.

In sect.7, we considerthe caseof nonabeliandiscretegaugesymmetry.We note
a topological obstructionthat preventsimplementationof a discreteglobal gauge
transformationwhencosmic stringsarepresent.Oneconsequenceof this obstruc-
tion is the nonabelianAharonov—Bohmeffect, wherebya chargedparticle can
exchangechargewith a loop of cosmic string. The string loop can carry charge,
eventhoughthereis no localizedsourceof chargeanywhereon the string or in its
vicinity. This phenomenoncan also occur if the gaugegroup is continuous;for
example, a string loop can carry electric charge Q if the matching condition
imposedby the string doesnot commutewith Q. Similarly, in two spatial dimen-
sions,chargecanbe carriedby apair of vortices.We observein sect. 8 that, in the
caseof an abelianlocal discretesymmetry,the total chargecontainedin a closed
universe must vanish. We also note that, even if cosmic strings are absent, a
nonabelianAharonov—Bohmeffect can occur in a closed universethat is not
simply connected;in this case, a charged particle can exchangecharge with a
“handle” that is attachedto the universe.We consider the implications of this
processin connectionwith wormhole physics.Sect. 9 containsour conclusions.

2. Superselectionrules

In any discussionof chargesin a gaugetheory, the conceptof a superselection
rule plays a centralrole. We will now review this concept,emphasizingespecially
the fate of the superselectionrule when a local symmetry undergoesthe Higgs
mechanism[7,8].

A quantumfield theory is said to respecta superselectionrule if the physical
Hilbert space�“~‘ canbe decomposedas a direct sumof distinctsectors

(2.1)
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such that every local observable~ preservesthe decomposition,

<m!t~n)==O, m~n. (2.2)

A familiar exampleis quantumelectrodynamicsin the Coulomb phase,which has
superselectionsectorslabeledby the electric charge Q. The local observablesof
QED are gauge-invariantoperatorssmearedin a compactregionof spacetime,and
local gauge-invariantoperators always have charge Q = 0. More physically, a
chargedparticle is accompaniedby a long-rangeelectric field; the particlecannot
be annihilated unless its long-range field is annihilated as well, and no local
observablecanaccomplishthis task.(As in any discussionof superselectionrules,
we assumethat the spatialvolume is infinite.)

The superselectionsectorsof QED may also be characterizedby their transfor-
mation propertiesunder global gauge transformations.If U(o) is the unitary
operatoractingon ~ that representsthe global gaugetransformatione” © U(1),
then a stateof chargeQ transformsaccordingto

U(w)IQ) = e~~IQ>. (2.3)

Thus, statesof definite chargeare preservedby the global gaugetransformations,
as a state is identified with a ray in Hubert space.A linear combinationof two

statesfrom different chargesectorsis not preserved,becauseU(w) rotates the
relativephaseof the two states.However,becauseof the superselectionrule, this
relativephaseis completelyunobservable.It is thereforelegitimateto confineour
attentionto a singlesector,andregardall physicalstatesas invariantunderglobal

gaugetransformations;the propertythat physical statesare invariant distinguishes
global gauge symmetriesfrom ordinary global symmetries.Even though local
observablespreserveeachchargesector,we include all of the chargesectorsin ~°,

sincean isolatedobjectcancarry any amountof charge.
Anotherfamiliar exampleof a superselectionrule arisesif a global symmetryis

spontaneouslybroken.In this case,therearedegeneratevacuathat transformone
into anotherunder the actionof the global symmetry.Suppose,for example,that
the global symmetryis G = U(1), that thereis an order parameter4(x) transform-
ing accordingto

U(w)~(x)U(o)’=e~(x), (2.4)

andthat therearedegeneratevacualabeledby a © [O,2~r) suchthat

(aIq~(x)Ia~=ce”~. (2.5)

Then a distinct superselectionsectorcan be constructedon eacha vacuum;the
a-sectoris spannedby smearedpolynomialsin local fields actingon the a-vacuum.
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Physically,the sectorcan changeonly if the phaseof 4 is rotatedthroughoutan
infinite spatial volume, andno local observablecan accomplishthis task. Because
of the superselectionrule, the degeneracyassociatedwith a spontaneouslybroken
symmetrycannotbe directly detectedby any local observer*.

Let usreturn now to the caseof a local symmetry,and considerthe fateof the
chargesuperselectionrule of QED when the theory is in the Higgs phase[7,8].
Supposethat the Higgs realizationof the U(1) gaugesymmetry is driven by the
condensationof a scalarfield ij that carriescharge1 (in units of e); that is, in the
unitarygauge,q~has a nonvanishingvacuumexpectationvalue. If all chargedfields
carry charge1, then no nontrivial superselectionrule is expectedto survive in the
Higgs phase. For example, let ~1ibe anothercharge-I scalar field. Then a i/i

excitationcanbe annihilatedby the gauge-invariantoperator~ which in unitary
gaugebecomes

(2.6)

In the Higgs phase,since thereis just one superselectionsector, all statesmust
transform trivially underglobal gaugetransformations;in other words, all states
have chargeQ = 0. Physically, the electric chargeof an arbitrary state is com-
pletelyscreenedby the Higgscondensate.Chargedparticlesno longer induceany

effect that can be detectedat spatial infinity. (One might prefer to say that the
chargeQ is ill definedbecauseof copious vacuumchargefluctuations.We find it
moreinstructiveto say that Q vanishes,although defining Q is a delicatematter.
We elaborateon this viewpoint in sects.3 and4.)

More interesting than the case in which the gauge symmetry is completely
broken is the casediscussedin ref. [1], in which a discretesubgroupof the gauge
group remainsmanifest. Considernow, for example, a U(l) gaugetheory that
containsa charge-Nfield of i~anda charge-ifield 4. Then, if i~condensesbut 4
doesnot, thereis a surviving ZN gaugesymmetryunderwhich ç6 transformsas

2irk 2irk
U — — =e

2’~4~, k=0,I,...,N—1. (2.7)
N N

In this theory, chargescreeningis incomplete,because,as we will describein more
detail in sect. 3, the chargemodulo N of a state is not screenedby the Higgs
condensate.Thus, there is a nontrivial superselectionrule. The Hubert space
decomposesinto N sectorslabeledby the chargeQ modN, with statesof charge

* Loosely speaking,the a-vacuumis degeneratewith a zero-momentumGo!dstoneboson in the

a-sector.Technically, though, the ground state of the a-sector is unique, since a momentum
eigenstateis not normalizable.
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Q transformingunderZN gaugetransformationsaccordingto

2irk
U —~ = e

2Q/NIQ). (2.8)
N

Eachsectoris preservedby the gauge-invariantlocal observables.
Physically, the superselection rule arises because a ZN charge induces

quantum-mechanicaleffectsthat canbe detectedat long range. In particular,this
theorycontainsa stablecosmic string such that the U(1) gaugefield far from the
string satisfies

exp(i4A . dx) = e2~’~, (2.9)

whenintegratedovera closedloop C that enclosesthe string. (Thestring encloses

magneticflux ‘f
0/N, where I~= 2~-/eis the flux quantumand e is the gauge

coupling.) Therefore, the string may be used to measurethe ZN chargeof a
low-energyprojectile in a quantuminterferenceexperiment[2,3].

The examplesdescribedhere illustrate that a superselectionrule arises in a
gaugetheorywhenevercertainstatesare endowedwith propertiesthat cannotbe
destroyedby any processthat is local in spacetime.In this sense,superselection
rulesprovide a classificationof the long-range“hair” that an excitationmay carry.

The abovediscussioncanbe extendedto the casein which the underlyinggauge
group G and the discrete subgroup H of G are nonabeliangroups. If H is
nonabelian, however, specifying the H charge involves subtleties that we will
discussin sects.7 and8.

3. The chargeoperator

We will now examinein more detail how the chargeof a statemaybe definedin
a gauge theory with a discretegaugegroup. For the sake of concreteness,we
continue to consider the model described in sect. 2, in which a U(l) gauge

symmetryis brokento ZN. This model is easily generalized.
Defining the ZN chargeis delicate,becausethe ij-condensatecausesthe electric

field of a chargeto decayase”~,where R is the distancefrom the chargeand m
is the photon mass. Thus, the ZN charge cannot be detected classically; it is

detectableat long rangeonly through quantum-mechanicaleffects that survive in
spiteof the screeningof the classicalelectric field.

It was suggestedin ref. [1] that the ZN charge Q,~containedwithin a closed
surface.~ canbe expressedvia the Gausslaw in termsof a surfaceintegral

2’rri
exp ~ =exp ~fEds wF(~). (3.1)

N Ne ~
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Heuristically, onemight expecteq. (3.1) to makesensein spiteof the exponential
decayof the classicalelectricfield, sincethe “flux operator”F(.~)is unableto see
an object that carrieschargeN, andso shouldbeunaffectedby the u-condensate.
The operatorU(2n~/N)that representsa ZN gaugetransformationcould thenbe

definedas the limit of F(s) as the surface~ tendsto spatial infinity. As we will
see, this suggestionis nearlycorrect,but requirescarefulinterpretation.

Eq. (3.1) is not precisely correct as it stands becausequantum mechanical
fluctuationscausethe expectationvalueof F(.~)in a state Iv’) to decayrapidly as
the sizeof .~ increases.We have

urn (~iIF(.~)IiJi>~exp[—KA(.~)] , (3.2)
A(S) -,

where A(.~)denotesthe areaof the surface ~, and K is a universalconstant,
independentof the state i~1t>.This decay of KFC~))is due to the quantum
fluctuations of the charge-i field 4). Virtual pairs of charge-i particles and
antiparticlesnearthe surface2 causethe chargecontainedinside .~ to fluctuate.
Furthermore,becausethe photon is massive,the chargefluctuations near two
elementsof .~ becomevery weakly correlatedwhen the elementsare distantly
separated.The finite correlationlength thusgives riseto the characteristic“area-
law” decayin eq.(3.2), andalso ensuresthat the coefficient K doesnot dependon
~/i). The area-law behavior of (FC~)>occurs whether or not the local ZN

symmetryis spontaneouslybroken(by condensationof 4)).
The casesof manifest and broken local ZN symmetry can be distinguished,

however.Although the modulusof <F(.~))exhibitsarea-lawdecay,its phasedoes
not get screenedif the ZN symmetry remainsmanifest.Thus, eq. (3.1) can be
salvagedby a meremultiplicative rescalingof F(!). And since s< is universal,we

can isolate the phaseof F(.~)by dividing by its vacuumexpectationvalue.Thus,
we may identify

2’rri
lim F(.~)/~F(~)) = exp —Q , (3.3)

A(S)-Cco N

as the operatorthat representsa global ZN transformation*.In the remainderof
this section and in the following two sections, we will discuss some of the
propertiesof F(.~),in order to furtherelucidatethe abovearguments**.

We observefirst of all that F(Z) may be regardedas a gaugetransformation

that hasa discontinuityby the elementexp(2uri/N)E ZN on the surface.~. Since

* A similar definition of chargewas proposedin a relatedcontextby Frdhlich and Marchetti [9}.
* * In following this discussion,andin interpretingthe figures, the readermay find it helpful to think

aboutthe caseof three-dimensionaleuclideanspace;in that case~ is a one-dimensionalclosed
loop.
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F(s) may be expressedas

2rri
F(.~)=exp —~~-fd3xJ°, (3.4)

where (1 is the region enclosedby .~, we see that F(s) rotatesthe phaseof a
charge-qmatterfield Iq accordingto

e
21T~~I(x) xE17,

F(~q(X)F(~’ = (3.5)
cPq(x), x~fl.

Excepton .~ = 9fl, then, F(.~)is a mere gauge transformation that acts trivially on
physicalstates.But becausethe discontinuityon .~ in eq.(3.5) is not accompanied
by any correspondingtwist in the gaugefield, F(~)is not a gaugetransformation
everywhere.On .~, it createsa physicaldiscontinuityin any matterfields that carry
nontrivial ZN charge. As far as the charge-N u field is concerned, F(.�~)is a
smooth local gaugetransformation,and so FC~)is incapableof detectingthe
fluctuationsof uj. But the charge-i 4) field can seethe discontinuity at .~. F(.~)
thereforedetectsthe fluctuationsof 4), giving rise to the area-lawdecayof ~F(s))
as describedabove.

(Now that we recognizeF(s) as a gaugetransformationwith a discontinuityon
.~, it is possible to generalizeF(.~)to the case of an arbitrary underlying
(nonabelian)gaugegroup G. However, FC~)is a gauge-invariantoperatoronly if
the discontinuitytakesvaluesin the centerof the group.The nonabeliancasewill
be further discussedin sect. 7.)

It will also be useful to have a euclideanpath integral representationof the
operatorFC~).In path-integrallanguage,a correlationfunction with an insertion

of F(~)is computedby summingover all field configurationssuchthat the gauge
potential A,~has a “string” singularity on the surface .~. The string carries
“magnetic” flux 2~/Ne;that is

exp(ie~A.dx)=e2~1/N, (3.6)

where C is an infinitesimal closed loop that encloses the string. (Note that in
four-dimensional euclidean space, a two-dimensional surface I has co-dimension
two, and so may be enclosedby a one-dimensionalloop.)

By means of a singular gauge transformation,we may give an alternative
interpretationto therestriction expressedin eq. (3.6) — when F(I) is inserted,the
matter field configurationsincluded in the path integral are restrictedto a class
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Fig. 1. An insertion of the flux operatorF(S) introducesa Z,~discontinuityon a hypersurface11
whoseboundaryis X.Thegaugefield hasa ZN winding numberon a closedloop C that links ~.

that havea ZN discontinuityon a (co-dimension-one)hypersurface(1 that termi-

nateson I. A (singular)gaugetransformationcan move this hypersurface,and Q
is thereforeunphysical.But gaugetransformationscannotmove the boundaryI of
11, since I may be identified by the gauge-invariantcriterion equation(3.6).

By this means,we define F(I) for an arbitrary closedtwo-surfaceI. But to
establish the connectionwith the discontinuousgaugetransformationconsidered
previously,we supposethat I lies in the time slice t = 0. Then, by a suitablegauge
choice,we maychoosethe hypersurfaceQ boundedby I to lie in the region t ~ 0,
as indicatedin fig. 1. Becausethe ZN discontinuity on 11 is absentfor t <0 and
present at t> 0, we can interpret F(I) as an operator that creates a ZN
discontinuity on I. Thus, for a two-surface I lying in a time slice, our path
integral formulation of F(I) does indeedcoincidewith the operatorF(I) defined
by eq.(3.1).

Of course,whetherwe use the operatorlanguageor the path-integrallanguage,
our definition of F(I) is so far merelyformal. To defineit rigorously we will need
a short-distanceregulatorthat smoothsthe discontinuityon I. We will describea
lattice regularizationof F(I) in sect. 5.

If the surfaceI doesnot lie on a time slice, then F(I) has a different, and
interesting, interpretation.A generic two-surfaceI intersectsa time slice on a
one-dimensionalclosedloop,andeq. (3.6) tells us that this loopis the position of a
magneticflux tube that carriesflux cP = 2ir/Ne. An insertion of F(I) in the path
integral, then, is equivalentto introducinga cosmicstring sourcethat propagates
on the euclideanworldsheetI (fig. 2).

This observationallows us to connect the operator F(I) with the thought
experimentdescribedin ref. [1]. It wasemphasizedtherethat the ZN chargeof an
object can be measuredby scatteringthe object off a cosmic string that carries
magneticflux ~ = 2ii-/Ne; at low energy,the scatteringcross-sectionis dominated
by the Aharonov—Bohmeffect [2,3]. Equivalently,we can imaginemeasuringthe
ZN chargecontainedinside a surfaceI by adiabatically winding a cosmicstring
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Fig. 2. ~ maybe regardedastheworldsheetof a loop of cosmicstring.

aroundI (fig. 3). The stringacquiresan Aharonov—Bohmphaseexp(2~iQ/N)if
Q units of ZN chargeare enclosed.The operator F(I) embodiesthis thought
experiment,since F(I) picksup a phasee2~’~from eachZA, chargewhoseworld
line crossesthe hypersurface£2 that is boundedby I (fig. 4).

Onemay gain a greaterappreciationof the interpretationof the operatorF(I)
by contemplatingthe connectionbetweenF(I) and the ‘t Hooft loop operator
B(C) defined in ref. [10]. In the U(1) gaugetheory that we havebeenconsidering
here,the ‘t Hooft loop operatorB(C), acting in a time slice,createsa cosmicstring
on the ioop C that carriesmagneticflux ~P= 2~/Ne.Alternatively, we may think
of this operatoras a gaugetransformationthat hasa discontinuity by e2~” E ZN

on an open surfaceI such that the boundaryof I is C. if the charge-Nfield uj

werethe only chargedfield in the theory, then this discontinuity would be a pure
gaugeartifact, andthe operatorB(C) would be independentof the choiceof the
surface I whose boundary is C. But if there is also a charge-i field 4), the
discontinuity on I is not merelya gaugeartifact; thus B dependson I as well as
C and should be denoted B(C,I). (In the case studiedin ref. [10], B(C) was
dependenton C alone.) We thus recognize that the flux operator F(I) is a
degeneratecase of the ‘t Hooft operator B(C,I); F(I) is obtainedby shrinking
the loop C to a point, so that the opensurfaceI becomesa closedsurface(fig. 5).

string

Fig. 3. A cosmicstringthat adiabaticallywinds around .S candetect thechargeinside.
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ZN charges

Fig. 4. Spacetimeview of the detection procedure.A charge is detectedif its world)ine crossesthe
hypersurface11 that is boundedby ~.

In terms of the ‘t Hooft loop, our formal procedurefor measuringthe ZN
chargeenclosedby the surfaceI may bedescribedin an alternativelanguage.For
the sakeof this discussion,let usimaginethat all ZN chargesareclassicalsources,
so that thereare no quantumfluctuationsof the charge.In that event, it is not

absolutely essentialto introduce a surface I in order to specify the operator
B(C, I), becausethe quantumfields do not seethe discontinuityon I. However,

unless we introduce such a surface, the ‘t Hooft loop operator B(C) in the
presenceof classicalZN sourcesis typically an N-valued object; becauseof the
Aharonov—Bohmeffect, it acquiresa phasee2~N upon winding arounda unit ZN

charge.Sincemultivaluedobjectsare awkwardto dealwith, we mayprefer to force
B(C) to be single-valuedby arbitrarily restrictingit to one of its N branches.The
price of single-valuednessis that B(C) has a cut; we may, for example,selectan
arbitrary surfaceI boundedby C and specify that the value of B(C,I) jump

Fig. 5. The ‘t HooftoperatorB(C, .S) becomestheflux operatorF(S) asthe loop C shrinksto a point.
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Fig. 6. A sequenceof closedloops, all containingthe commonpoint P, that covers

discontinuouslyby the multiplicative factor e
2~1~’Nwhenevera unit ZN charge

crossesI (in the appropriatesense).Although B(C,I) will thenbe single-valued,
its phasewill dependon the choice of the surfaceI.

Now, supposethatwe wish to measurethe ZN chargeinsidea closedsurfaceI.

If I hasthe topologyof a sphere,thenwe mayconstructa sequenceof loopsC
5,

5 E [0, 1], each containinga common point P, that sweepthrough the surfaceI.
The sequencebeginsand endswith an infinitesimal loop at P (fig. 6). If B(CC) is

the multivalued ‘t Hooft loop operatorwith no cuts, then B(C~)differs from
B(C0) by the phaseexp(2iriQ~/N),where Q~is the enclosed ZN charge.
Alternatively, we may considerthe sequenceof single-valuedoperatorsB(CS,~)
wherei~ is a surfaceboundedby CC that lies on I. Since ~, nevercrossesanyof
the ZN chargesenclosedby I, B(C1,L~1=1) and B(C0,1~1~~=0)also differ by the
phaseexp(2iriQ~/N).But it is evidentthat

B(CØ,I) = F(I)B(Ct),0). (3.7)

As theloop C sweepsout the surfaceI, it dragsbehindit thesurfaceon which the
‘t Hooft loop hasits cut. When C shrinksbackto a point, only the cut owl is left
behind. So we may think of F(I) as a measureof the multivaluednessof the
‘t Hooft loop (at leastwhenthereareno quantum-mechanicalchargefluctuations).

Expressedin this language,our procedurefor measuringthe ZN charge is
strongly reminiscentof a closely analogousprocedurethat has been discussed
previously.Coleman[11] and Srednicki and Susskind[12] consideredthe problem
of measuringa ZN magneticchargein the confining phaseof an SU(N) Yang—Mills
theory. They notedthat theconfining phasehasa massgap,so that magneticfields
arescreenedandmagneticchargecannotbe detectedclassically.But theyclaimed
that the ZN magnetic charge inducesquantum-mechanicaleffects that can be
detectedat long range. Specifically, they noted that the Wilson loop operatoris
multivalued in the presenceof ZN magneticcharges,and that the ZN magnetic
chargeenclosedby asurfaceI canbe detectedas the phaseacquiredby a Wilson
loop that winds around I. (Monopoleswere treated as classicalsourcesin refs.
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[ii] and[12], andno attemptwas madeto take into accountquantum-mechanical
magneticchargefluctuations.)

This analogybetweenthe detectionof ZN electricchargeand the detectionof
ZN magneticchargecanbe madeprecise.In 3 + i dimensions,a dualitytransfor-
mationcanbeformulated[10] that interchangeselectricand magneticcharge,and
hencealso interchangesthe Wilson ioop operatorandthe ‘t Hooft loop operator.
Duality thus relates confining behavior, in which the expectationvalue of the
Wilson ioop decaysaccordingto an arealaw andmagneticfields arescreened,to
Higgs behavior, in which the expectation value of the ‘t Hooft loop decays
accordingto an arealaw andelectric fields arescreened.In a confining theory, the
phase of a large Wilson loop is able to respond to the long-range field of a
magneticmonopole, even though magneticscreeningcausesthe field to decay

exponentially,just becauseconfinementalso causesthe modulusof the Wilson
loop to decayrapidly [11]. Likewise, therapid decayof the modulusof the ‘t Hooft
loop in a Higgs theory enablesthe phaseof the ‘t Hooft loop to respondto the
weaklong-rangefield of an electric charge.

We see,then,that the detectionof a ZN electric chargeby an ‘t Hooft loop and
of a ZN magneticchargeby a Wilson ioop involve essentiallythe samemathemat-
ics. In bothcases,the crucial featureis that a unit ZN electricchargecanseethe
Dirac string of a ZN magneticchargethrougha nontrivial Aharonov—Bohmeffect.

In fact, the argumentof refs. [11] and[12]showsthat black holescanin principle
carry magneticquantum-mechanicalhair, aswell as theelectricquantum-mechani-
cal hair proposedin ref. [1]. In an SU(N) gaugetheory, ZN magneticmonopoles
are consistentwith the Dirac quantizationcondition only if all matter fields are
invariant under ZN, the centerof the group. Thesemonopolesare confinedby
magneticflux tubes in the Higgsphase,but in the confinementphasethereis a
nontrivial ZN magneticchargesuperselectionrule. The ZN magneticchargeof an
objectcanbedetectedat longrange,becausea monopolehasan Aharonov—Bohm
interaction with an electric flux tube. (Were we to push the analogy with the
electric superselectionrule even further, we would distinguish two types of
confinementphase. If ZN monopolescondense,then ZN magneticcharge is
screenedeven quantum mechanically,and the electric flux tube becomesthe
boundaryof a ZN domainwall [13].)

However, in the realisticcase of an [SU(3)C()IOLx U(1)em]/Z3 gaugetheory, we
may not legitimately speak of quantum-mechanicalhair. Though magnetic
monopolescarry a Z) color magneticflux, thereareno stableelectric flux tubes,
and henceno meansof detectingquantum-mechanicalhair. The U(l)em magnetic
chargeis the only magneticquantumnumberthat canbe detectedat long range,
and the magnetichair is entirely classical. If black holes can carry magnetic
quantum-mechanicalhair in Nature, then, this hair is not associatedwith the

known strong interaction; rather, it must be associatedwith another, as yet
unknown,confining gaugeinteractionthat admitsgenuineZN monopoles.
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Incidentally,much as the ZN magneticmonopolenumberrespectsa superselec-
tion rule in a confining (3 + 1)-dimensionalgaugetheory, so the ZN vortex number
respectsa superselectionrule in a (2 + 1)-dimensionaltheorywith manifest local

ZN symmetry.TheZN vortexnumbercanbedetectedby Aharonov—Bohmscattering
off a ZN electric charge.Although a gauge-invariantoperatorcan be constructed
that annihilatesa vortex, this operatoris not local; it hasa semi-infinite string that
can be seen by matter fields with nonvanishingZN charge. This string is the
(2 + 1)-dimensionalanalog of the surface that, in 3 + 1 dimensions, stretches
acrossthe ‘t Hooft loop. If the local ZN symmetryis spontaneouslybroken, then
the vorticesare confined. Hence, neither the vortex superselectionrule nor the
chargesuperselectionrule survives.

We havenow formulatedthe notion of quantum-mechanicalhair in a reasonably
precise language.To concludethis discussion,we wish to comparethe quantum-
mechanicalhair associatedwith a local discretesymmetryto anotherexotic type of
hair that was proposedrecently.Bowick et al. [141considereda theory in which a
global U(1) symmetryis spontaneouslybroken. Such a theory containsan exactly
masslessGoldstoneboson, the axion, and also a topological defect, the axion
string. An axionic chargeoperatorcan be defined,andan object that carriesthis
chargeexhibitsa nontrivial Aharonov—Bohmeffect with an axion string. By means
of this Aharonov—Bohmeffect, axionic chargecanin principle be detectedat long
range;thus, axionic chargeis a type of hair.

Since axionic charge is detectedvia an Aharonov—Bohm interaction with a
global string, much as ZN electric charge is detectedvia an Aharonov—Bohm
interaction with a gauge string, these two types of hair appearto be related.
Actually, axionic charge is more akin to the ZN vortex numberthat arisesin a
discretegaugetheory in 2 + 1 dimensionsthan to ZN electric charge.To seethis
connectionmoreclearly, it is helpful to recognizethat the masslessaxionfield (9 is
dual to a three-formfield strengthH definedby

H f2 ~d(9, (3.8)

where * denotes the Hodge dual. (We have normalized (9 so that it is a

dimensionlessperiodicvariablewith period2ir; f is themassscalethat character-
izes the spontaneousbreakdownof the global U(1) symmetry.)This field strength
H canbe expressedas the curl of a two-form potential B,

H=dB, (3.9)

and the axionic chargeq in a volume £2 that is enclosedby the surfaceI can be
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expressedas a surfaceintegral

I 1
q=-__fH=__fB. ~3.10)

2~© 2ur~

The quantity q becomesmore recognizablewhen we re-enact this duality

transformation in 2 + 1 dimensions.Thenthe axion field is dual to an electromag-
netic two-form F, andthe axionic chargein a region I that is enclosedby the loop
C is

(3.11)
2ir~ 2irc

it isjust themagneticflux in I, in unitsof the flux quantum.Furthermore,axionic
chargeis detectedin 2 + I dimensionsvia an Aharanov—Bohminteractionwith an
axion vortex, and the vortex is transformedunder duality into an electrically
chargedparticle. Duality, then, maps the detectionof axionic chargeby an axion
vortex, in 2 + 1 dimensions,to the detection,in (2 + 1)-dimensionalelectrodynam-
ics, of magneticflux with an electrically chargedparticle. (As in electrodynamics,
the Aharonov—Bohminteractionis only sensitiveto the axionic chargemoduloan
integer.)

It is also enlighteningto considerthe fate of the axionic hair when the dual
electrodynamicsis in a phase other than the Coulomb (massless)phase. For
example,we may include finite-action magneticmonopole configurationsin the
euclidean path integral of (2 + 1)-dimensionalelectrodynamics[15]. Then the
theoryacquiresa massgap, andelectric chargesbecomeconfinedby stableelectric

flux tubes. In the dual description in terms of the axion field, the magnetic
monopolesbreak the global U(1) symmetry intrinsically [13]. Hence the axion
acquiresa nonzeromassandthe axion vortex becomesthe boundaryof an axion
domain wall; the domain wall is dual to the electric flux tube. In this confining
phase,it is inappropriateto regardaxionic chargeas a type of hair that can be
detectedat long range. Instead, the axion vortex detectsthe axionic charge by
dragginga domain wall acrossthe charge.

If (2 + 1)-dimensionalelectrodynamicsis in the Higgs phase, then there is a
Meissnereffect, and,consequently,magneticflux is quantized.The axionic charge,
or magneticflux, containedin an isolatedregioncannotassumean arbitraryvalue,
but mustbe an integermultiple of the flux quantum.If the electromagneticgauge
invariance is completely broken, then a quantum of magnetic flux cannot be
detectedvia the Aharonov—Bohm effect. But if there is a surviving ZN local
symmetry,then thereis a ZN vortexnumberthat can bedetectedat longrange.In
this sense,ZN vortex hair is theremnantof axionic hair that maysurvive the Higgs
mechanism,in 2 + 1 dimensions.
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In the dual description in terms of the axion field, the Higgs mechanism
correspondsto the restoration of theglobal U(1) symmetrydueto the condensation
of axion vortices[13]. ZN-valued axionic hair survivesthe Higgs mechanismif the
vortex that condensesis not the minimal axion vortex with unit winding number,
but rathera nonminimal vortex with winding numberN.

This discussionof the (2 + 1)-dimensionalcasesis readily generalizedto the
detectionof axionic chargeby axion strings, in 3 + 1 dimensions.If the axion is
exactlymassless,then the axionic chargeq may assumeany value, and q modulo

an integercanbe detectedvia the Aharonov—Bohminteractionof the chargewith
an axion string. If the U(1) global symmetryis intrinsically broken,then the axion
has a nonzeromassand the axion string is the boundaryof an axion domainwall.
An axion string detectschargeby dragginga domain wall acrossthe region that
containsthe charge. If the U(1) global symmetry is manifest, then axion strings
condense[161andthe axionic chargeis quantized.If the strings that condenseare
nonminimal stringswith winding numberN, then axionic hair takesvaluesin ZN.
The ZN-valued axionic chargecan be detectedat long range by an axion string
with winding numberone.

It is convenientto describeaxion physics in terms of the two-form potential B,
becauseaxionic hair canthenbe discussedin the languageof classicalfield theory,
whetheror not the global U(1) symmetryis spontaneouslybroken. An object that
carries axionic chargehas a long-range B field. Now, B is not itself a gauge-
invariant quantity, andthe long-rangeB field is actuallya puregaugelocally, but
the gauge-invariantaxionic chargeq canbe expressedasa surfaceintegralof B, as
in eq. (3.10).The statementthat B may be regardedas a “classical” field should
not be misinterpreted.This statementmeansthat quantumfluctuationsof B can
be neglected.But B is not a classical local observable,and the “topological”

chargeq canbe detectedat long-rangeonly via quantum-mechanicalinterference
effect5*

This “classical” descriptionof axionic hair is exploited by Bowick et al. [14] in
their analysisof axionic black holes.They note that theclassicalfield equationsfor

B coupled to Einstein gravity admit black hole solutions with nonzero axionic
chargeq. Furthermore,theseaxionic black holes obey a generalizeduniqueness
theorem. On a stationary black hole with a nonsingular event horizon, the
potential B is required to be a pure gaugelocally, exceptat the singularity.Thus,
the axionic chargeq is the sole physical attribute thatcharacterizesthe axion field
of a stationaryblack hole [14].

A black hole that carriesaxionic chargecontrastssharplywith a black hole that
carriesZN electric charge. In classicalfield theory, black hole uniquenesstheo-
rems[17] requiremassivescalarandvector fields to vanish exactly on a stationary

* In fact, a nonsingulargaugetransformationon the surface .S can changeq by an integer; that is

why only q modulo an integer canbe detectedat long range.
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black hole with a nonsingulareventhorizon. In a Higgsphase,then, a stationary
black hole can carry no classicalelectric or scalarcharge. Hence, the quantum-
mechanicalcorrelationsthat canbe detectedfar from the black hole resistbeing
encodedin anyclassicalfield-theoreticdescription.In this respect,ZN electrichair

is a more subtleandelusive notion than axionic hair. The manifestationof these
quantum-mechanicalcorrelationsduring gravitationalcollapse,andtheir effect on
the subsequentevaporationof a chargedblack hole, may be worthy of further
study.

4. The order parameter

Our discussionin sect.2 indicatedthat, in the U(1) gaugetheorywith charge-N
field u andcharge-ifield 4), thereare two distinctHiggs realizationsof the gauge
symmetry.Thesetwo realizationsmay be distinguishedaccordingto whethera ZN
subgroupof U(1) remainsmanifest,or in otherwords,whetherthe theoryrespects
a ZN superselectionrule. If both realizationscanbe achievedfor a suitablechoice
of the parametersin the model,then we expectthat thereare two distinct Higgs
phases,separatedby a phaseboundary. In this section, we propose an order
parameterthat is sensitiveto such a phasetransition. Our order parameteris
readily generalizedto one that probes the realization of an arbitrary abelian
discretegaugesymmetry.

Heuristically,whetherthe charge-ifield 4) “condenses”determineswhetherthe
ZN symmetry is manifest or spontaneouslybroken. But Elitzur’s theorem[18]
cautionsus that a gaugenon-invariantlocal order parameteris unableto reveal
the nontrivial phasestructure.Our order parametermust insteadbe a gauge-
invariant andnonlocal object.

it is familiar that such nonlocal order parameterscan distinguish the Higgs
realization from the confining realization of a gaugesymmetry. Physically, the

confining phasesupportsstable electric flux tubes andthe Higgs phasesupports
stable magnetic flux tubes. (Both phasesare distinguishedfrom the Coulomb
phasein that thereis a massgap,and, in the caseof a Higgsphasein which the
gaugesymmetry is completely broken, no nontrivial chargesuperselectionrule.)
Mathematically, appropriateorder parametersare the Wilson loop [19] and
‘t Hooft loop [10] operators.

Suppose,for example,that the gaugegroup is G = SU(N) and that all of the
fields in thetheory transformtrivially underthe centerZN of SU(N). The Wilson

loop

W(C) = tr[P exP(ig~A. dx)] (4.1)

maybe regardedas an insertionof a classicalsource,transformingas the defining
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representationof SU(N), that propagatesalongthe worldline C. If electric flux is
confined, then C becomes the boundary of the worldsheet of an electric flux tube;
for sufficiently large loops, W(C) therefore exhibits the area-law behavior

K W(C)~ exp[ —KA(C)] , (4.2)

where A(C) is the minimal area of a surfaceboundedby C, and K is the string
tension.In the Higgs phase,electric flux is screened,and the Wilson loop hasthe
perimeter-law behavior

(W(C)~ exp[ —tsP(C)], (4.3)

where P(C) is the length of C. Conversely, the ‘t Hooft loop B(C) may be regarded
as an insertion of a classical ZN magnetic monopole source that propagates along
the world line C. (That is, C is the boundaryof a ZN Dirac string, as described in
sect. 3.) In the Higgs phase, magneticflux is confined and B(C) has area-law
behavior,while in the confinementphase,magneticflux is screenedand B(C) has

perimeter-lawbehavior.
But if an SU(N) gaugetheory is coupled to “quark” matter in the defining

representation of SU(N) (or in any representationthat transformsfaithfully under
the center ZN), then the confining and Higgs realizations can no longer be
distinguishedby the above criteria. Quark—antiquarkpairs appearas quantum
fluctuations,allowing the electric flux tube to break.The Wilson loop therefore
alwaysobeys the perimeterlaw. Becausequarkstransformnontrivially underZN,
the ‘t Hooft loop becomesB(C,I); it dependson the choice of the surfaceI
boundedby C as discussedin sect. 3, andalwaysobeysthe arealaw.

With W(C) and B(C) failing to distinguishthe Higgs andconfining phases,one
recognizesthat no such distinction may be possiblewhen “quarks” are present;
thereneed be no sharpphaseboundarythat separatesthe Higgs and confining
regionsof the phasediagram [10,20,211. However, we havealso arguedthat two
types of Higgs phasesare possible,dependingon the realizationof the local ZN
symmetry. It is presumablythe Higgsphasewith spontaneouslybrokenZN symme-
try, andhenceno nontrivial superselectionrule, that is indistinguishablefrom the
confining phase.

How, though, do we distinguish the two types of Higgs phases?Topological
defectsprovide a potentially useful criterion. The Higgs phasewith manifestZN
gaugesymmetrysupportscosmic strings that carry one unit of ZN magneticflux.
But when the local ~ symmetryis spontaneouslybroken, such a string becomes
the boundaryof a domain wall [22—24].This observation might tempt one to
propose that the behavior of KF(I)) distinguishesthe two phases.We haveseen
that F(I) may be regarded as an insertion of a classical ZN cosmic-string source
propagatingon a worldsheetI; if I becomesthe boundaryof a domainwall, then
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wall

string

Fig. 7. Spontaneousnucleationand subsequentexpansionof a loop of string causesa domainwall to
decay.

we might expectK F(I)) to decaylike exp[ — Volume]. Unfortunately, this proposal
does not quite work, becausethe domain wall boundedby I is not absolutely
stable. A hole in the wall, bounded by a ZN string, can arise as a quantum
fluctuation. A sufficiently largehole will grow catastrophically,devouringthe wall
(fig. 7). Thus, even if the wall is very long-lived, KF(l)) will always decay like
exp[—Area] for sufficiently large surfacesand thereis no need for KF(I)) to
behavenon-analyticallyat the boundarybetweenphaseswith manifestandbroken
local ZN symmetry.

The preferredway to distinguishthe two phasesis by meansof the ZN charge
superselectionrule, as describedin sect. 2. If the local ZN symmetry is manifest,
thenZN electricchargeis screenedclassicallybut not quantummechanically;ZN
chargecanbe detectedat long rangevia the Aharonov—Bohmeffect. If the local
ZN symmetry is spontaneouslybroken, then ZN electric charge is completely
screened.We may imagine introducing a classicalsourceof ZN chargeat the
origin and then attemptingto detect the chargeat spatial infinity. The charge is
detectablein principle if andonly if the local ZN symmetry is manifest.

To restatethis criterion mathematically,we recall that a Wilson loop operator
W(C) actsasa sourceof ZN charge,andthat the flux operatorF(l) candetectZN

charge,as describedin sect. 3. If we define

(F(l)W(C))

A(I,C) = KF(I)~(w(C))’ (4.4)

then,if ZN electricchargeis unscreened,we have

2~ri
limA(I,C)=exp —~--k(l,C) . (4.5)
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C

Fig. 8. A closedloop C andclosedsurface~ with linking number1.

Here the limit is taken with I and C increasingto infinite size, and with the
closestapproachof I to C also approachinginfinity; k(I, C) denotesthe (integer-
valued)linking numberof the surfaceI andloop C. That is, k(I, C) is the (signed)
numberof timesthe world line C crossesa volume £2 that is boundedby I (fig. 8).
If, however,ZN electricchargeis screened,then

limA(I,C)=1. (4.6)

The nonanalyticbehaviorof A(I,C) guaranteesthat the two Higgs phasesare
separatedby a well-definedphaseboundary.

Ourorder parameterA(I, C) canobviouslybe generalizedto probethe realiza-
tion of any abelianlocal discrete symmetry. In fact, we will seein sect. 6 that
A(I,C) can be constructedwithout any explicit referenceto a continuousgauge
group in which the discretegaugegroup is embedded.

5. Example: Lattice theorywith coupled Z2 gaugeand Z2 spin variables

Sincethe abovediscussionis rather abstract,one desiresan explicit model in
which the behaviorof the order parameterA(I, C) canbe studiedanalytically.We
now presentsuchan example.Our model is a Z2 lattice gaugetheorycoupledto a
Z2 spin system; the spin system plays the role of “matter” that transforms
nontrivially under the local discreteZ2 symmetry [20,25, 26]. The virtue of this
model is that both its weak and strong coupling behaviorcan be analyzedusing
convergentexpansions.Thus,the phasediagramof the model canbe mappedout
usingperturbationtheory. We will indeedfind a phaseboundarythat separatesa
phasewith screenedZ2 chargefrom a phasewith unscreenedZ2 charge.In spite
of the simplicity of the example,we believe that it capturesall of the essential
featuresof the generalcase.

The degreesof freedomof the model aregaugevariables

(5.1)
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residingon links (labeledby 1) of a cubic four-dimensionalspacetimelattice, and

spin variables

(5.2)

residing on sites(labeledby i). The euclideanaction is

S = Sgauge+ ~

where
5gauge= —f3~U

1,, (5.4)
P

and

S.~=—y~(4)Uq5),. (5.5)

Here U,,, = 11,, ,,,U,, associateswith eachelementaryplaquette(labeledby P), the
product of the four U,,’s associatedwith the links of the plaquette,and (4)U4)),~.=
4).U,J4)~,for each pair if of nearestneighborsites.The action is invariant underthe
Z2 gaugetransformationdefinedby

(5.6)

where the variables transform as

4)1—~u~4)1, L~~—u~Li~1u1. (5.7)

Expectationvaluesof gauge-invariantquantitiesare computedusing the normal-
ized probabilitymeasureZ

1e— S where

~ e5. (5.8)
(U}{~)

Notice that, undera nontrivial global gaugetransformationu~= — 1, the gauge
variable U,, is invariant but the spin variable 4)~is not. This model is therefore a
prototype of the phenomenonthat we are investigating; the “matter” field 4)
carriesthe local discreteZ

2 charge,andwe wish to determinewhetherthereis a
nontrivial Z2 superselectionrule.

Our model is tractable becauseit can be analyzedby meansof convergent
perturbationexpansionsif bothcoupling parameters13 and ‘y are either large or
small. We will show by applying the order parameterA(I,C) that Z2 charge is
unscreenedif 13 is largeand y is small, andthat Z2 chargeis screened if either /3
is small or y is large. This nonanalyticbehavior of A(I, C) establishes the
existence of a phase boundary.
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Fig. 9. Phasediagramof the Z2 gauge-spinsystem.

It is easyto anticipatethis conclusion if onecontemplatesthe limiting behavior
of themodel on the boundariesof the phasediagram(fig. 9). The model becomes
trivial in the limits /3 = 0 and y = ~. For /3 = 0, the Us’s are completelyuncon-
strained,andthe U1’s arethereforefree to adjustso that (4)U4))1 = 1 on every link,
whateverthe configuration of spins. For y = ~, (4)U4))1= 1 must be satisfied on
every link, andhenceU,,~= Ii,, ~U1= 11,, ~(4)U4))1= 1 on everyplaquette;thereis
no dependence on /3.

More interestingare the limits /3 = ~ and y = 0. For /3 = ~, the gaugevariables
are frozenat U,, = 1 (up to a gaugetransformation)and themodel reducesto a Z2
Ising spin system. There is thus a second-orderphase transition at a critical
coupling y = y~on the /3 = axis; the spinsare disorderedfor ‘ ~ andordered
for -~> ~ For y = 0, the spins decouple,and the model reducesto a Z2 gauge
system. There is thus a first-order phasetransition (in four or more Euclidean

dimensions) at a critical coupling /3 = on the y = 0 axis; the gauge system is in
the confining phasefor /3 </~~and in the Higgsphasefor /3 > /3~.

In the region of the phase diagram with /3 large and y small, then,we expecta

Higgsphasewith disordered(uncondensed)spins. This region, in which Z2 charge
in unscreened,should be separatedby a phaseboundaryfrom the large y and
small /3 regions.We thereforeexpectthe phasediagramof the model to havethe

schematic form suggested in fig. 9.
This phasestructurehas been conjecturedpreviously [20,25], and has been

confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations[271.Various attemptshavebeenmadeto
identify an order parameterthat distinguishesthe two phases.(Theseattemptsare
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4 : .r

Fig. 10. The setof plaquettes(shaded)dual to a set ~ of links (bold) of the dual lattice, in three
euclideandimensions.Dottedlines are links of the dual lattice, andsolid lines arelinks of theoriginal
lattice. In four euclideandimensions,the bold line should be interpretedas a slice through the sur-

face S.

reviewed in ref. [7].) To our knowledge, though, no order parameterhas been
suggestedbefore that probes directly as to whether Z2 charge is screened,as
A(I, C) does.Wewill confirm the phasestructureindicatedin fig. 9 by computing
ACZ,C) explicitly.

To begin,we mustconstructa lattice version of the flux operatorF(I). To do
this, we consider I to be a closed surfacemade up of plaquettesof the dual
lattice; then eachplaquetteof I is dual to a plaquetteof the original lattice (fig.
10)*. To evaluate the path integral with an insertion of F(I), we perform the
transformation

U~—s—U~, PEI* (5.9)

on theseplaquettesthat aredualto theplaquettesof I. That is, we flip the sign of

U~,or, equivalently, flip the sign of /3 on theseplaquettes,frustrating them. In
effect, we place a unit of Z2 “magneticflux” on the surfaceI, so that I canbe
regardedas the worldsheetof a Z2 Dirac string**.

Beforewe proceedto the caseof a Z2 gaugesystemcoupledto matter,consider
first the puregaugesystem.We notedthat F(I) is merelya gaugetransformation
in a pure gaugetheory, and the surfaceI is an artifact that can be moved by
meansof a singular gaugetransformation.The lattice analogof a singulargauge
transformation is the change of variable [28]

(5.10)

* This constructionis easierto visualize in three-dimensionaleuclideanspace.Then .S is a closed

loop made up of links of the dual lattice, and eachlink of X is dual to a plaquetteof the original
lattice.

* * This method of introducinga Dirac string on the lattice wasusedin ref. [28].
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By performingthis changeof variable on a link containedin oneof the plaquettes
that is dual to I, we canmove thesurfaceI. In fact, I is the boundaryof a set of
cubesof the duallattice, andby performingU,, —~ — U1 on eachof the links that are
dual to the cubesof this set, we can shrink I to a point*. So it is evident that
F(I) is a merechangeof variable,andthat

(F(I)~ = 1. (5.10)

It is not the case, however, that F(I) can be replaced by 1 whenit is insertedin

an arbitrary Green function. The Wilson loop on the lattice is definedas

W(C)= flU,, (5.12)

/aC~

where C is a closedloop of links. Now we easily seethat

(F(I)w(C)) = -K w(C)), (5.13)

if the loop C and surfaceI have linking number I (or any odd integer).This is

becauseF(I) is a changeof variablethat flips the sign of U, on an odd number of
the links of C. Eq. (5.13) is the statementthat Z2 chargeis not screenedin the
puregaugesystem,or, equivalently,that a Z2 cosmicstring canbe detectedat long
rangeby a Z2 charge.In the puregaugesystem,this statementis purely kinematic;
it hasnontrivial dynamicalcontentonly if fluctuatingmatterfields are introduced
that carry the Z2 charge.

It is somewhat enlightening nonetheless to consider how eq. (5.13) is fulfilled in
the confining and Higgs phasesof the puregaugemodel. In the confining phase,
we formulate a strong coupling expansion by re-expressing [26]

e
5s’s~=N(/3)fl(I +U,,tanhf3), (5.14)

P

and expanding in powers of tanh /3. Nonvanishing contributions to KW(C)> are
associated with surfaces bounded by C that are “tiled” by extractinga factor of
U~tanh /3 from eq. (5.14) for each plaquette of the surface. Loosely speaking
(becausethere are contributions from disconnected surfaces as well), a surface
containing A plaquettesmakesa contributionof order(tanhp)A The numberof
such surfacesgrows sufficiently slowly with A that the strong-couplingexpansion
has a finite radius of convergence[29]. Thus, for a planar loop, and sufficiently

* In three-dimensionaleuclideanspace,.S is the boundaryof a set of plaquettesof the dual lattice,

andwe shrink .S to a point by performingU
1 —‘ — U1 on eachof the links dual to theseplaquettes.
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small tanh1~,we have

(5.15)

where A is the areaof the minimal surfaceboundedby C, and the remainderis
negligibly small. Equation(5.15) shows that the Z2 gaugetheoryexhibits confine-
ment at strong coupling.

If I andC haveanodd linking number,then

(F(I)w(C)) = _(tanh/3)A +..., (5.16)

becausethe minimal surfaceboundedby C containsan odd numberof plaquettes
on which tanh /3 has flipped sign. Heuristically, a source of Z2 charge can “see”
the Dirac string becauseit dragsalong an electric flux tube (representedby the
minimal-areasurface)that crossesthe string at somepoint [12].

In the Higgsphase,a weak-couplingexpansionin e
2~canbe carriedout, where

the order in the expansionis determinedby the numberof “frustrated” plaquettes
with U~= — 1. Since there is a duality transformationthat interchangesstrongand
weak coupling in this model [26,28], the weak-coupling expansion also has a finite
radius of convergence. At weak coupling, the leading nontrivial contribution to

KW(C)> ariseswhen one of the links I on C assumesthe value U, = —1; this

configurationhas W(C)= — 1 and six frustratedplaquettes.Thus,

exp(_L(e_2P)ô+...) 6

(W(C)) 6 =exp(_2L(e_20) +...), (5.17)
exp(L(e_2I~)+

where L is the numberof links on C. The exponentialin the numeratorof eq.
(5.17) resultsfrom summingover the LN/N! waysof flipping the sign on N links
containedin C; the denominatoris the contribution from theseconfigurationsto
the partition function Z = 1e5. Eq. (5.17) shows that the Z

2 gaugetheory is not

confining at weak coupling.
The leadingcontributionto (F(I)W(C)~at weak coupling arisesfrom a config-

uration of the link variables such that none of the plaquettesdual to I are
frustrated*. In order to avoid frustratingany plaquettes,we mustchooseU, = — 1
on all of the links that aredual to thecubesenclosedby I**. This is the sensein
which, in the Higgsphase,the cosmicstring representedby I has “hair” that can

*We saythat a plaquetteis frustratedif theplaquetteactionis not at its minimum. Thus, whenF(S)

is insertedin a Greenfunction,a plaquetteP dual to ~ is frustratedif U~ + 1, while a plaquette
P not dual to ~ is frustratedif U~= — 1.

* * In three-dimensionaleuclideanspace,we chooseU1 = — I on all of the links that are dual to the
plaquettesenclosedby ~.
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be detectedat long range;F(I) evidently flips the sign of W(C) if I and C have
an odd linking number.

Let us now turn to the less trivial case of coupled Z2 gauge and spin systems. As
for the gauge coupling /3, the dependence on the spin coupling y can be studied by
meansof strong-couplingand weak-couplingexpansions.At strong coupling, we
write

e
5’s’=N(y)fi [1 + (4)U4i),tanhy] (5.18)

and expand in powers of tanh y. At weak coupling, we expand in powers of e2”,
with a factor of e2~’arising from eachfrustrated link with (4)U4)), = —1. The
strong-coupling expansion has a finite radius of convergence because the number
of closed loops of length L grows sufficiently slowly with L; the weak-coupling
expansioncan be seen to have a finite radius of convergenceby a duality
argument. We now distinguish four cases.

(i) /3, y .~( 1
In this region, the Wilson loop exhibits perimeter law behavior. For a sufficiently

large loop C, the leading contribution to KW(C)) arises when a factor of
(4)U4)), tanh y is extracted from eq. (5.18) for each link of C. Thus

KW(C)) =(tanhy)L+..., (5.19)

where L is the length of C. The interpretationis clear: the theory confinesZ
2

charge, but the electric flux tube can break. W(C) createsa Z2-invariant“hadron”,
rather than an isolated source of Z2 charge.

To determine the leading nontrivial behavior of <F(I)), consider the effect on
the partition function Z of changing the sign of /3 on the plaquettes dual to I.
Since a contribution to Z of order (tanhy)

4 tanh/3 arises from tiling a single
plaquette with U,~tanh /3 and coveringeachlink of the plaquettewith (4)U4))

1, we
find that

exp[ —A(tanhy)

4 tanh /3 +

exp[A(tanhy) tanh/3+...j

=exp[—2A(tanhy)~tanh/3+...J, (5.20)

where A is the number of plaquettesof I. (The exponentiationresults from

summing over the AN/N! ways of tiling N of the plaquettesdual to I.) The
interpretationis againclear: (F(I)) has area-law behaviorbecausevirtual pairsof
Z

2 chargescauseuncorrelatedfluctuations in the total Z2 charge enclosedby I,

as we discussedin sect. 3.
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It is quite evidentthat

KF(I)w(C))
limA(I,C) =llmKF(I))KW(C)) = 1. (5.21)

Since the leading behaviorof W(C) is zeroth-orderin tanh /3, it is completely
unaffectedby changingthe sign of /3 on theplaquettesdual to I. Only nonleading
contributionsto (W(C)) that decaylike exp[ — Area] are affectedby F(I) if I and
C are far apart.Becauseof confinement,thereareno free Z2 charges,andit is not
possibleto detectZ2 chargeat long range.

(ii) /
3’Y>>l

Much as in thepuregaugetheory, the leadingnontrivial contributionto (W(C)>
at weak coupling ariseswhen oneof the links on C has U

1 = — 1, exceptthat now
flipping U, frustratesthe spinson the link as well asthe six plaquettesthat contain
the link. Thus,we find

(W(C)) = exp{_2L(e2P)6e2Y +...], (5.22)

where L is the length of the ioop C.
The flux operatorF(I) frustratesthe plaquettesdual to I, and so its leading

behavioris

(F(I)~= (e2~ +..., (5.23)

whereA is the areaof I. Equation (5.23)is actuallythecorrectleadingweak-cou-
pling behavioronly for sufficiently large surfaces,where sufficiently large means,
roughly speaking,

A’~

2

(e2~) <e2~. (5.24)
If eq.(5.24) is not satisfied,thenwe cando betterthaneq.(5.23) by flipping a set

of links so as to shrink the surfaceI dual to the frustratedplaquettesto a surface
I of smallerareaA <A. Shrinkingthe surfacesavessomefactors of e— 2/3 but at
the priceof new factorsof e— 2~~’that result from frustratingthe spinson the links
that are dual to the volume V enclosedbetweenI and ~. Since shrinking the
surfaceby 5A requires that the spinsbe frustratedin a volume ~V—~A~25A,it
becomesdisadvantageousto shrink I wheneq. (5.24)is satisfied.

We canseeagainthat

lim A(I,C) = 1, (5.25)

because,for I sufficiently large, the leading contribution to (F(I)) does not
require U,, to flip sign on links that are deepinside the volume boundedby I. A
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cosmic string has no hair becausehair is too costly; the action due to the hair
scaleslike the volume enclosedby the worldsheetof the string. This is just the
phenomenonnotedin sect. 3 — condensationof the matterfield causesthe cosmic
string to becomethe boundaryof a domain wall, but the wall is unstable and
decaysby nucleationof a loop of string.

(iii) /3 ‘rt( 1, y >> 1
The leading nontrivial contribution to (W(C)) is zeroth order in tanh/3 and

arises,again, whenonelink on C is flipped in sign. This frustratesthe spinson that
link, so that we find

(JV(C))=exp(—2Le2~+...). (5.26)

where L is the length of C.
The leading contributionto (F(I)) is zeroth-orderin e2~’.In the y —* 0 limit

all plaquettevariables are frozen at U~= 1. By consideringthe effect on the
partition function of changing the sign of /3 on the plaquettesdual to I, we
thereforefind

(F(I)) =exp(—2Atanh/3+ ...), (5.27)

where A is the areaof I.
It is obvious again that

limA(I,C) = 1. (5.28)

Z
2 chargeis bothconfinedandscreenedby the spin condensate.

(iv) /3 >> 1, y -~s~1
The leadingnontrivial contributionto (W(C)> arises in zerothorder in tanhy,

andwe thereforehave

(W(C)) = exp[ _2L(e2/3)ô+ . ..], (5.29)

just as in theweakly-coupledpuregaugetheory.
There is a contribution to (F(I)) of the form (e

2P)A that ariseswhen all of
the plaquettesdual to I are frustrated,just as in case(ii) above.But now a much
larger contribution is obtained by flipping all of the links dual to the volume
enclosedby I. Then U~= — 1 on the plaquettesdual to I and U,,, = 1 elsewhere,
so that no plaquettevariables are frustrated. By expandingthe spin partition
function with the plaquette variables frozen at these values, we find

(F(I)) =exp[—2A(tanhy)~+...]. (5.30)

The crucial feature is that the configurationsthat dominate (F(I)~ have the
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gaugevariablesU, flipped in a volume enclosed by I. This happensbecausethe
gaugevariables are ordered, and it is therefore costly to frustrate them, while
the spinsaredisordered,andare thereforenearlyindifferentto a flip in the sign of
their nearest-neighborcouplingsinside I. Thus, a cosmic string has hair, and we
haveshown that

limA(I,C)= —1, (5.31)

if I andC havean odd linking number.
We have therefore establishedthat the model is in a phasewith unscreenedZ2

chargefor /3>> 1 and y ~~‘sz1, and that A(I,C) servesas an order parameterfor
the phasetransition.

It is obvious that this order parameter A(I, C) can be generalizedto a lattice
gaugetheory with arbitrary gaugegroup G, when the discretesymmetry whose
realization is to beprobedis in the centerof G.

6. Local discretesymmetry without gauge fields

We have seenhow a field theory that respects a local discrete symmetry can
ariseby meansof the Higgs mechanismas the low-energylimit of an underlying
theory with a continuousgaugegroup. We wish to explain in this sectionhow a
theorywith a discretegaugesymmetry can be formulateddirectly, without ever
introducingany gaugefields. We will seethat the order parameterdefinedin sect.
4 canstill be constructedin order to probewhethera nontrivial superselectionrule
is respectedby the theory.

The discussion in this section will be somewhat formal, however, in that,
although we will use notation appropriatefor a continuumfield theory, a finite
ultraviolet cutoff will be implicit, and a nontrivial continuumlimit of the discrete
gauge theory need not necessarily exist. Actually, it is obvious that a discrete gauge
theory without gauge fields can be constructed, for we can integrate out any gauge
fields that acquiremassby the Higgs mechanism, thus obtaining an effective field

theorywith a cutoff [30]. But it is convenientandrather enlighteningto describe
this effective field theory directly, without any referenceto the physics at mass
scalesabovethe cutoff.

To keep the discussion concrete, we consider again the U(1) gauge theory

described previously, with a charge-N scalar field ij, and a charge-i scalar field 4).
(As usual, the generalization is straightforward.) We imagine that i~ condensesat
the massscalev, so that the photonacquiresmass~ = Nev. We may integrateout
rj andthe photonto obtain an effectivefield theory for the surviving field 4), with
cutoff A

Forthe purposeof writing the lagrangianof this theory, it is convenientto retain
the puregaugeGoldstonedegreeof freedom,the phaseof r~,that is eatenby the
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photon. We denotethis phaseby (9, where

r~’=pe~ (6.1)

thus(9 is a periodicvariable definedmodulo2~.Under a U(i) gaugetransforma-
tion parametrizedby w, the fields 4) and (9 transformaccordingto

4)—se~4), t9—s@—Nw. (6.2)

The effectivelagrangianwith (nonlinearly realized)local U(1) invarianceis [30]

/(4),t9) =~/(4)e0~)

= a~(4)ebo/N)t a~(4)e’°~)

(6.3)

wherethe ellipsis indicatestermshigherorder in derivatives.That is, the action is
a local functional of the U(1) invariant field

(6.4)

Furthermore,sincethe ZN transformation

(6.5)

is merelya rotation of (9 by 2~,and (9 is a periodicvariable,the action mustbe

invariantundereq. (6.5).
Although the lagrangian ~/(4),t9) respectsa local U(I) symmetry, it really

describes(redundantly)a ZN gaugetheory. The point is that (9 is purelya gauge
degreeof freedom;locally at least,we are free to rotate0 to zeroby meansof eq.
(6.2). The physical content of ~9 therefore residesentirely in any topological
obstructionsthat preventus from rotating (9 to zero globally. In particular,there
are field configurationssuch that (9 is ill definedon a codimension-two“string”
andhasunit winding numberaroundthe string. Forsucha configuration,(9 canbe
gaugedaway only at the cost of making c1 N-valued in the vicinity of the string.

If spacetimeis simply connected,then the sole purposeof 0 is to identifywhere

the strings are. Thus, a theory of a complex scalar field ‘1~ with a local ZN
symmetrydiffers from a theorywith a global ZN symmetryin that the dynamical
variables include both j and a ZN string degree of freedom. In principle, the
action of the theorycould include a Nambu—Gototerm, or a more complicated
dependenceon the string worldsheet,but for the minimal version given by eq.
(6.3), the classicalstring tensionvanishes*.The only effect of the string, then,is to
imposea nontrivial boundaryconditionon ‘1~— that arounda loop C that links the

* Of course,the effective theory that describesthe low-energylimit of the Higgs phaseof a U(I)

gaugetheory would have a positive string tension.
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string surfaceonce, 1 is not strictly periodic but is insteadperiodic up to the

elemente2~7~,~’Nof ZN [1,4]. (Becauseof this boundarycondition, the quantum
fluctuationsof ‘~Dgeneratean effectivestring tension.)

If the spacetime manifold M is not simply connected, then another type of
obstructionarisesthat prevents0 from being completelygaugedaway. If y is a
noncontractibleloop in M, then0 may havea winding numberk~about y

(60)~= 23rk~. (6.6)

This winding numberk~(modulo N) determinesthe boundaryconditionsatisfied
by cJ~on the loop y; CJ is periodicup to exp[i(60)~/N]~ ZN. A modN integerk
may thusbe associatedwith eachhomologycycle of M, andthe k’s shouldalso be
regardedas dynamicalvariables— theyare to be summedoverin the path integral.

Anotherway to describethis distinctionbetweenglobal andlocal ZN symmetry
is to note that, in the caseof a local symmetry, J is actuallyto be identified with
e2”~’~’TD.Hence, the field cP takesvalues not in a smooth manifold, but in an
orbifold [1,4, 30] with a conical singularity at ct = 0. That i takesvaluesin C/ZN

ratherthanC is of no consequence,however,asidefrom the topologicalconsidera-

tions noted above.
A Wilson loop operatorW(C) can be expressedin termsof 0 as

W(C) =exp[~~dx.30JEZN. (6.7)

This operatormerely counts the (signed)number of strings that link the closed
loop C; that is, for a given configurationof strings(andgiven valuesof themod N
integersk associatedwith the homologycyclesof the spacetimemanifold), W(C)

identifies the boundaryconditionsthat aresatisfiedby 1 on C. The flux operator
F(I) may also be definedas before; an insertionof F(I) constrains1 to twist by

on a loop that links I once.Thus, the order parameterA(I, C) can be
constructedas in eq.(4.4). This order parameterprovidesa criterion that specifies
whether the ZN charge is screened.If A(I, C) behavesas in eq. (4.5), thenZN
chargesinducequantum-mechanicaleffects that canbe detectedat long rangevia
the Aharonov—Bohmeffect, andthereis a nontrivial ZN superselectionrule.

If theZN symmetryis spontaneouslybrokendueto the condensationof P, then
ZN chargeis screened.But one may gain a further appreciationof the difference
betweenglobal andlocal discretesymmetry by consideringthe topological defects
that result from the symmetry breakdown.When a discreteglobal symmetry is
spontaneouslybroken, thereare topologically stabledomain walls. If the sponta-
neously broken discrete symmetry is a local symmetry, however, then stable
domainwalls do not exist [22—24].A domain wall canend on a string, and a wall
may therefore decayby meansof the spontaneousnucleationof a closedloop of
string that createsa hole in the wall (fig. 7).

If spacetimeis simply connected,then, aswe haveseen,the differencebetween
a local and global discretesymmetry rests on the existenceof strings (either as
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dynamical objectsor as classicalsources).Even if the stringshavezero tension
classically,quantumfluctuations induce a string tension;this is the interpretation
of K in eq. (3.2). Thus, strings tend to decoupleat low energy, obscuringthe
distinctionbetweenlocal andglobal discretesymmetries.

Becauseof this renormalizationof the string tension,the distinctionbetweena
local and global discretesymmetry might not survive in the continuumlimit of a
scalarfield theory, at least if spacetimeis simply connected.A continuum theory
that containsstringscanbe constructedonly if the string tension,as well as the ‘l
mass,canbe chosento be arbitrarily small in units of the cutoff A. Conventional
wisdom holds that this is impossible in four dimensions;dynamicalstringswould

inducenontrivial c1 interactions,andwe could thus constructa nontrivial contin-
uum limit of a self-coupledscalar field theory, without introducing any gauge
fields.

Finally, we conclude this section with a brief comment about discretegauge
theoriesthat contain chiral fermions. In a gaugetheory with a continuousgauge
group, the fermion contentis restrictedby the requirementthat perturbative[31]
and nonperturbative[32] gaugeanomaliesmust cancel. It is natural to wonder
whethersimilar restrictions apply to a gaugetheorywith a discretegaugegroup.

If we insist that a theory with manifest local ZN symmetry, for example,be

obtainedas the low-energylimit of an underlying U(I) gaugetheory, then the ZN
quantumnumbersof the light fermions are restrictedby the requirementthat the
gaugeanomaliesmust cancelin the underlyingtheory. But if the ZN gaugetheory
is formulated directly, without ever introducing any gaugefields, then we claim

that there are no such restrictions on the fermion content.Regardlessof the
chargesof the fermions, the fermionic effective action is manifestly gauge-
invariant; theonly smoothZN gaugetransformationsare constant,and thesehave
no effect on the boundary conditions satisfied by the fermions. Nor do any
cancellationsoccur, when we sum over all possibleboundary conditions, that
rendergauge-invariantGreenfunctionsill defined.We also note that the nontriv-
ial boundaryconditionsthat distinguish a theory with a local discretesymmetry
from one with a global discretesymmetry haveno impact on the short-distance
behaviorof the theory. Therefore,gaugeinvarianceappearsto haveno bearingon
renormalizability*.

7. Nonabelianlocal discrete symmetry

We will now extendthe previousdiscussionto the caseof a nonabeliandiscrete
unbrokengaugegroup H. Our objectiveis to identify the nontrivial superselection
sectorsin a theory with manifestH symmetry, and henceto classify the possible

* Theseconclusionsaboutgauge anomaliesare furtherelaboratedin ref. [33].
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types of quantum-mechanicalhair. This generalizationinvolves some new sub-
tleties.

In the case of an abelian gaugegroup, we argued that there is a distinct

superselectionsectorassociatedwith each(one-dimensional)irreduciblerepresen-
tation of the gauge group. It is natural to expect that this classificationwill
continueto hold in the nonabeliancase.Indeed,we will arguethat theirreducible
representationof H accordingto which a projectile transformscanbe determined
in principle by scatteringthe projectile off of the variouscosmic stringsof the H
gaugetheory. Equivalently, this information can be extractedby winding loops of
the various stringsaroundthe projectile, as describedin sect.3.

However, in contrastto thediscussionof the abeliancasein sect.3, we havenot
succeededin constructinga gauge-invariantoperatorwhoseeigenvalueslabel the
distinct superselectionsectors.The strategyof seekingan operatorrealizationof
winding a cosmicstringarounda regionfails, in partbecausewe are unableto find

a gauge-invariantoperatorthat createsa cosmicstring. In fact, we find that there
is a topological obstructionto implementinga global H gaugetransformationin

the presenceof strings (including virtual strings that can arise as quantum
fluctuations). A similar obstructioncan occur, even if stringsare absent,in an H
gaugetheorythat satisfiesnontrivial boundaryconditionson a multiply-connected

spacetime(seesect. 8.)
Thesemathematicalstatementshavea physical counterpartin the remarkable

propertiesof theAharonov—Bohmeffectin thenonabeliancase[34]. Scatteringof

a projectileby a string can changethe chargeof the projectile. However, since a
local processcannot affect long-rangehair, the irreducible representationof H
accordingto which projectileplus stringtransformmust remainunchanged.Thus,
a closedloop of string mustbe capableof carryingH-charge.We find that this is
indeedso, but that, oddly, the charge“carried” by the string cannotbe localized
anywhereon the stringor in its vicinity.

There is no obstructionto defining a global gaugetransformationthat is in the

centerof H; the correspondingchargesarepreciselythosechargesthat cannotbe
changedby Aharonov—Bohmscattering.Chargeoperatorsin the centercan be
constructedexactly as in the abelian case.But the operatorrealizationof non-
abelian gaugechargeis very elusive.We believenonethelessthat the available
evidencesupportsthe conclusionthat hair in an H gaugetheoryis classifiedby the
irreduciblerepresentationsof H.

We will now considerthe nonabelianAharonov—Bohmeffect in greaterdetail.
For most of this discussion,we will find it convenientto take spacetimeto be
2 + 1-dimensional;rather thanstrings, then,the theorycontainsvortices, at least
some of which are stable particles. Our analysis applies to strings in 3 + 1
dimensionswith only minor modifications.

As we noted in sect. 3, a (2 + 1)-dimensionaldiscretegaugetheory respectsa
topological superselectionrule; statescarry a topologicallyconservedvortex num-
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ber. Physically,vortex numberis a type of hair becauseit can be detectedat long
rangevia the Aharonov—Bohmeffect, just as chargecanbe detected.

A vortex hashair if fields that transformnontrivially underthe manifestdiscrete
local H symmetryarenot strictly periodicon closedloopsthat enclosethe vortex,
but are insteadperiodiconly up to a nontrivial element12~of H. (We will refer to
this boundarycondition satisfiedby the fields on the vortex backgroundas the
“matchingcondition” imposedby the vortex.)This elementu2,,~maybe regardedas

the “magneticflux” of the vortex. That is, if H is embeddedin a continuousgauge
group G that hasundergonethe Higgsmechanism,thenwe maywrite

flo=Pexp(i~A.dx) EH. (7.1)

Here A is the G gaugefield, andthe path-orderedintegrationis carriedout on a
large orientedclosedpathC that enclosesthevortex, beginningand endingat the
point x. (H is the subgroupof G that leavesinvariant the symmetry-breakingorder
parameterat x). While a finite-energyvortex configurationcan be constructed
with flux f2~,, for each element ~ E H, two distinct elementsof H do not
necessarilycorrespondto physically distinguishableboundaryconditions. This is

becauseQ~is not gaugeinvariant; undera gaugetransformationthat preserves
the orderparameterat x, it transformsas

£20—’h120h’, hEH. (7.2)

Thus, it is the conjugacyclassesof H that classify the boundaryconditions, and
hencethe distinct typesof vortex hair. (Thecorrespondingtopologicalstatement,if
G is simply connected,is that while ~ 1(G/H) = H classifiesthe closedpaths in
G/H that begin and end at a specifiedpoint, the closed loops in G/H with no
specifiedendpointare classifiedby the conjugacyclassesof H [35,361.)

For the purposeof describingphysics on the vortex background,it is often
convenientto choosea (singular)gaugesuch that A vanishesfar from the vortex
core. In this gauge, fields that transform nontrivially under H are typically
multivaluedon the vortexbackground.As in the abeliancase,this multivaluedness
results in a nontrivial Aharonov—Bohmeffect. But the vorticesof a theorywith
nonabelianlocal discrete H symmetry have a characteristicfeature that is not
sharedby the abeliancase:H gaugetransformationsare also multivaluedon the
vortex background.This multivaluednessof the discretegaugetransformationshas
remarkableconsequences.

Theseconsequencesare best appreciatedwithin the contextof particularexam-
ples.Wewill describetwo exampleshere.In our first example,the unbrokengauge
groupH is not actuallya discretegroup at all; insteadit is a continuousnonabelian
groupwith two distinct connectedcomponents.We presentthis examplein some
detail becauseit is quite simple andyet nicely illustratessomeof our main points.
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In the secondexample,H is a discretenonabeliangroup. This exampleis a bit
morecomplicatedthan the first, but it is morerepresentativeof the generalcase.

In our first example[24,371,the gaugegroup is SU(2) andthe orderparameter
1 is in the 5-dimensional representationof SU(2). We may expressCD as a
symmetrictraceless3 x 3 matrix that transformsaccordingto

p~~p
12T fl~sO(3). (7.3)

If the expectationvalueof CD in unitary gaugeis

KD) =vdiag(1,I, —2), (7.4)

then S0(3) is broken to a subgroupthat is isomorphic to 0(2). The unbroken
grouphastwo connectedcomponents.The componentconnectedto the identity is

SO(2), containingall rotations about the z-axis. The other componentcontains
each180°rotation about an axis in the x—y plane.

When SO(3) is lifted to SU(2), 0(2) is coveredtwice by a group called Pin(2).
The elementsof the two connectedcomponentsof Pin(2) may be parametrizedas

{ex~(i~uz)}~~exp(i~~)}~0 ~ [0,4w). (7.5)

BecauseH = Pin(2) is disconnected,thereis a topologicallystablevortexwhose
“magneticflux” is in the disconnectedcomponentof Pin(2); for a particularchoice
of gaugethe flux is

flo=Pexp(ifA.dx) =iuy. (7.6)

Thus, (2~doesnot commutewith the chargeoperatorQ = +o~that generatesthe
unbrokenU(i) c Pin(2); insteadwe have

fl0Qfl~’ = —Q. (7.7)

Therefore,a chargedparticlethat voyagesaroundthe vortex returnsto its starting
point with its chargeflipped in sign. For this reason,thevortex of this model was
dubbed the “Alice vortex” in ref. [37] — whoevercircumnavigatesthe vortex is

reflectedin the charge-conjugationlooking-glass.
Eq. (7.7) tells us that electric charge,andhencealso electricor magneticfield,

are necessarilytwo-valued in the backgroundof an Alice vortex. For example,
whethertwo point chargeshavethe samesign or oppositesign canbe determined
locally if the chargesarebrought togetherin a regionwhere thereare no vortices
nearby.(Thechargeseither repelor attractoneanother.)But whethertwo charges
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havethe samesign is not well definedglobally. If the chargesare initially distantly
separated,we must bring them together to measurethe relative sign of their
charges.But the outcomeof the experimentdependson the path that we choosein
reuniting them; in particular,on how many times eachchargewinds aroundthe
vortex before they meet. Similarly, the sign of the electric field is ambiguous

becausewe measurethe field locally by observingthe responseto the field of a
positivetestcharge,but the sign of the test chargeis notglobally well defined.

Becauseof the doublevaluednessof the electricfield, thereis no sensiblewayto
definethe electric flux through a surfacethat containsan odd numberof vortices.
In particular,then,the total electric chargeof a statethat containsan oddnumber
of vortices is ill defined*. Note that we are unableto take refugein the observa-

tion that the chargeof a statecanbe extractedfrom the transformationproperties
of the state underglobal gaugetransformations,as in eq. (2.3). The difficulty is
that thereis a topological obstructionto defining a global gaugetransformationon
the vortex background,preciselybecausethe chargeQ is double-valued.Since

£10 e”°
0Q~’=e~0~, (7.8)

a constantU(i) transformationon a loop enclosing a single vortex is consistent
with the matchingcondition imposedby the vortex only if to = 2~-n,where n is an
integer. Thus, e2°~0,the nontrivial element of the center of H = Pin(2), is a

globally-defined quantity, or the electric charge Q is well defined modulo an
integer. The globally-defined charge,then, only tells us whether the numberof
fundamentalchargeswith Q~= -~- is odd or even.

(This phenomenon,that a global gaugetransformationcan be defined on a

surfaceenclosinga vortex only if the transformationcommuteswith the matching
condition imposedby the vortex, is strongly reminiscentof an observationdueto
Nelson and Manohar[381and Balachandranet al. [38]. They found that a global
gauge transformationcan be implemented on a surface enclosing a magnetic
monopoleonly if the transformationleavesthe long-rangefield of the monopole
unchanged.)

Although the total electric chargeis a meaninglessnotionin the backgroundof a
single vortex, this is not so in the backgroundof two vortices. (The two vortex
sector is topologically trivial in that the Alice vortex and antivortex are gauge

* Strictly speaking,thetotal chargevanishesfor anystateof finite energyin the infinite volume limit,

becausechargeis (logarithmically)confinedin (2 + 1)-dimensionalQED. We ignorethis technical-
ity here.The readerwho is concernedaboutthis point mayprefer to promotethediscussionbelow
of chargein a two-vortex backgroundto the caseof chargein the backgroundof a string in 3 + 1

dimensions.
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~~~nc~cut

Fig. 11. Two Alice vorticesconnectedby a branchcut. The electric field is single-valuedand smooth
on

equivalent.)While the chargeandelectric field E remainglobally two-valued,we
canconsistentlyrestrict E to one of its two brancheson a loop that enclosesboth
vortices, becausethe matchingconditionsare trivial on this loop. In fact, we can
restrict E to a singlebranchon thewhole planeat the costof introducinga branch
cut connectingthe two vorticesacrosswhich E is requiredto changesign (fig. 11).
Of course,this branchcut is a completelyunphysicalgaugeartifact. The electric
flux through a surfacethat enclosesbothvortices is well definedup to an overall
sign, andso the absolutevalue of the total chargecontainedin the surfacecanin
principle be measured.Correspondingly,a “global” gaugetransformationcan be
implementedon a regionthat containstwo vortices;it is a constanttransformation
on the boundaryof the region, andis deformedin the interior of the region so as
to vanishon the vorticesandthe string connectingthem. (This is analogousto the
observationby Colemanand Nelson [39], that a global gaugetransformationcan
alwaysbe implementedon the backgroundon a monopole—antimonopolepair, but
that the transformationsthat changethe long-rangemonopolefield are requiredto
vanishon the monopolecore.)

Although the electriccharge,andhencethe classical“hair”, are well definedfor
a region that containstwo vortices, this chargeis not the sameas the sumof the
chargesof all the particles containedin the region. Since the sign of a charge
cannotbeglobally defined, thereis no unambiguousway to add chargestogether.

Thisobservationgives rise to a puzzle.As depictedin fig. 12, we canimaginea
region thatcontainstwo vorticesandtwo point charges,suchthat the totalcharge
vanishesas measuredon a distant boundary.Supposethat the two point charges
areunited, andfound to be equalandoppositein sign. Call the charges±Q. Now
let the particlewith charge+ Q voyagearoundoneof thevortices,while the other
chargestayshome.Whenthe chargesare reunited,bothhavecharge — Q. Yet the
total charge, as measuredat arbitrarily long-range,must not have changed.It
seemsthat 2Q units of chargeareunaccountedfor. Wheredid this chargego?
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(a) charge0
inside

(b)
charge2Q
inside

charge0

-Q -Q

Fig. 12. A chargedparticlevoyagesarounda vortexand returnswith the sign of its chargechanged.
2Q unitsof chargehavebeendepositedinside .S.

It is natural to suspectthat the chargehas beentransferredto the vortex, but

one quickly sees that this is an unlikely explanation. If there does exist an
excitation of the vortex with 2Q units of chargebound to the vortex core, we
expectthat excitationto be split from the vortex groundstateby a finite amount of
Coulomb energy*. But we may imagine that the charge-Q particle circles the
vortex adiabatically**; then the chargedvortex could not get excited. Moreover,

* More correctly, since the Coulomb energy of an isolated charged particle is infinite in two

dimensions,we should comparetwo configurationswith vanishing total charge.Theconfiguration
with nonzerochargelocalizedon thevortexshould besplit from the configurationwith zerocharge
on the vortex by a finite gap.

* * We need to do somework to movethechargedparticlein the fieldsof theotherparticles,but this
work maybe madeas small as desired.
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thereis no indication within the semiclassicalapproximationthat the vortex has
charged excitations. Charged excitations of solitons arise semiclassicallyfrom
quantizingthe global chargerotor degreeof freedomof the soliton. But we have
seenthat global chargerotationsof the Alice vortex do not exist.

Evenmoretelling, we may imaginethat thechargedparticlecircumnavigatesthe
vortex while distantlyseparatedfrom it. Since all chargedfields havefinite mass,
thereseemsto be no mechanismby which the particlecould transmitchargeto the
vortex at arbitrarily long range.

Even if chargecannot be carried by an isolated vortex, conservationof the

electric flux at spatial infinity requiresthat chargecanbe carriedby a vortex pair.
We seem,though, to require a miracle, for the chargedparticle must be able to
excitea chargedstateof the vortex pair without actuallytransferringany chargeto
the pair. It is the two-valuednessof the electric field that makes it possible

to performthismiracle.
Fig. 13 showsonebranchof the static two-valuedelectric field of a pointcharge

Q in the vicinity of a vortex pair, for a sequenceof positionsof the point charge.
The total electric chargeas measuredat spatial infinity (on this branch) is also
assumedto be Q. When thechargereachesthe cut that connectsthe two vortices,
it disappearsbehindthe cut just as its imagecharge — Q emergesfrom behindthe
cut. The electric flux —2ii-Q emanatingfrom the image charge returnsto the
secondsheet through the cut, and the flux 2n-Q emanatingfrom the original
chargelikewise returnsto the first sheet through the cut. After the charge has
passedthe cut, then,anobserveron a closedsurfacethat enclosesthetwo vortices,
but not the point charge, measureselectric flux 4n-Q through the surface,and
infers that 2Q units of charge are inside. In fact, though, this charge is not
localized anywhere.The electric flux through any closedbox on the two-sheeted
surfacevanishes,if the box doesnot containthe point charge,its image,or either
vortex. Nevertheless,the vortex pair, initially in its zero-chargeground state,has
beenexcitedto a charge-2Qstateafter the point chargehaspassedthrough.The
vortex pair now has hair. The electric field lines trappedby the pair causethe
vorticesto repeleachother*.

On a backgroundwith an evennumber of vortices at specified positions,the
classicalelectric field on a singlesheetis not uniquely determinedby the positions
and valuesof all point chargeson that sheet. One must also know the charge
“carried” by eachcut. As the pointchargesmove with respectto this background,
the valuesof the point chargesmay changesign, but the “charge” on the cuts also
changes,in such a way that the total charge,the “hair”, staysconstant.If Q~=

is the quantumof charge,then the sum of the values of the point chargescan

* That a pair of Alice vorticesor a loop of Alice string can carry unlocalizedelectric chargehasalso

been noted by Alford etal. [44]. They propose the apt name“Cheshire charge” for this phe-
nomenon.
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(a) (b)

* k
branchcut

(e) (1)

Fig. 13. Onebranchof thestatic electric field of a point chargein the vicinity of a vortexpair, for a
sequenceof positionsof thepoint charge.

changeby only an integer. This is in accordwith our earlier observationthat e~’~
is a well-definedquantumnumber,evenwhen the numberof vorticesis odd.

(A monopole—antimonopolepair, where the monopolehas a nonabelianmag-
netic field, also has chargedexcitations[39]. In that case,however,thereare light
chargedfields,the nonabeliangaugefields, that carry the chargeof the excitation.
The chargedexcitationsof a pair of Alice vortices are quite different, as we have
just seen.)

The above discussionof a pair of Alice vortices in two spatial dimensions
generalizesimmediatelyto a loop of Alice stringin threespatialdimensions.From
the nonabelianAharonov—Bohmeffect, we infer that a loop of Alice string can
haveclassicalhair. A loop can carry any integeramountof electric charge,and a
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loop with chargeQ and length L has a Coulomb energyof order Q2e2/L. A
sufficiently large chargedloop is therefore metastable;all chargedparticles are
massive,so the loop cannotreduceits chargeby emitting chargedparticles.

The oscillationsof the loop causeit to emit bothgravitationaland electromag-
netic radiation.In orderof magnitudethegravitationalandelectromagneticpower
are

Pgrav=GM2/L2, Pem=Q2e2/L2, (7.9)

where M is the mass of the loop. The loop loses energy and shrinks. It may
eventuallyreacha stableconfigurationin which the stringtensionis balancedby
the electric flux trappedby the loop. However,the massof this configurationis of
order

M=Qe~1~, (7.10)

where ~ is the string tension, and so is comparableto the massof Q charged
vectorbosons.Thus, the decayof this minimal chargedloop to vectorbosonsmay
be kinematically allowed.

Having unraveledthe interplay of the nonabelianAharonov—Bohmeffect and
classicalhair in the caseof the Alice vortex, we arenow preparedto returnto our

main interest— quantum-mechanicalhair. Again, it is useful to considera particu-
lar examplein some detail.

Our example[36,40,41] will be the samemodel as before, but with a different
patternof symmetrybreakdown.Wenow supposethat theorder parameterCD has,
in unitary gauge,the expectationvalue

(CD)=vdiag(i+8,i—6,—2); (7.11)

this reducesto eq.(7.4) in the limit 6 —* 0. For 6 ~ 0, the unbrokensubgroupof
SO(3) is thefour-elementsubgroupD

2 Z2 x Z2, which containsthe identityand
180°rotations abouteachof the x, y and z axes.WhenSO(3) is lifted to SU(2),D2
is coveredtwice by the eight-elementquaternionicgroup

Q = { ±1,±io-~,±io-~,±o-~}. (7.12)

Thus, H = Q is a discretenonabeliangroup.
The model with unbrokenQ symmetry,unlike the model with unbrokenPin(2)

symmetry,has no masslessgaugefields. It also differs from the Pin(2) model in
anothersignificant respectthat concernsthe propertiesof vortices. The conjugacy
classesof Q are

(1), { —1), { ±icr~},{ ±ir~}, { ±iff~}. (7.13)
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Q2~)

Fig. 14. When a vortex with flux IT�I is transportedarounda vortex with flux fl
2, its flux becomes

conjugated.

As we havenoted,the conjugacyclassesof a discretegaugegroup H classify the
valuesof the “magnetic flux” or topological charge.Hence, the Q model contains
four distinct typesof vortices.

Multiplication of conjugacy classesis in general ambiguous,and there is a
correspondingambiguitywhen two vorticesarepatchedtogetherto makea vortex
pair [35,361. For example, the product of two elementsof the conjugacy class
II ±iO~r}can be either1 or —1, which are two distinct classes.When two vortices

that both representthe class[±iu5} arebrought together,then, theymay or may
not be able to annihilateeach other, dependingon how the patching has been
performed. This phenomenonis actually closely analogousto the property we
observedin the Pin(2) model, that whether two chargedparticleshave equalor
oppositechargesis dependenton the choice of a path that connectsthe two
particles. In general,if a vortex with magneticflux .f2~is transportedarounda
vortex with magneticflux 122, its flux becomesconjugated

~~i —s12~fl~12~. (7.14)

So if a topologicallytrivial pair of vorticesis produced,saywith flux io~.and —io~,

andone of the vorticesvoyagesarounda (±io,)vortex, then the magneticflux of
the pair has become — 1 when the vortices are reunited(fig. 14). This example
illustrateswhy magneticflux and topological chargecan be globally definedonly
up to conjugacy. (The correspondingphenomenonin threespatial dimensionsis
that f±io-~)and (±io~)stringscannotpassthrough eachotherwithout becoming
entangled [36,40].) Since topological quantum numbersdo not prevent the (— 1)
vortex from decayingto a pair of { ±~Oa) vortices,this vortex may be unstable,at
leastfor a rangeof valuesof the parametersof the model.

The numberof conjugacy classesof a finite group H is also the numberof
inequivalentirreduciblerepresentationsof H. The irreduciblerepresentationsof Q
include, aside from the defining two-dimensionalrepresentationand the trivial
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TABLE 1

Representation I ±ioj { ±io~I 1±io~}

10 1 1
I —I —1

1) —1 1 —1
1~ —1 —1 1

one-dimensionalrepresentation,threeothernontrivial one-dimensionalrepresen-
tations. The one-dimensionalrepresentationsall represent±1 by the identity and
representthe other elementsof Q as shown in table 1. The five irreducible
representationsare the five distinct values that the “charge” can assumein the
Q-model.

Thechargeof a statein anH gaugetheoryis ill definedunlessthemagneticflux
of the state has a value in the center of H. For Q, the center is (1, — 1). In
particular,then,Q-chargeis ill-defined in thebackgroundof a single(±io~)vortex
but well-defined in the backgroundof a pair of {±icrj vortices. This charge,as
well as the vortex number, is a type of quantum-mechanicalhair that can be

detectedat long-rangeby meansof the Aharonov—Bohmeffect.
We say that Aharonov—Bohmscatteringof a chargedprojectile by one member

of a vortex pair is nonabelian if chargeis transferredto the pair and is abelian if
no chargetransfer occurs. As for the case of the Alice vortex, we can seethat
nonabelianAharonov—Bohmscatteringmust be possible in the Q-model. Before
turning to the nonabelianeffect, however, let us first note that the abelian
Aharonov—Bohmeffect can in principle be usedto unambiguouslydeterminethe
chargeof a projectile in the Q-model.

First, chargesin the centerof a discretegaugegroupH canalwaysbe detected
by vorticeswith magneticflux in the centerof H; the Aharonov—Bohmscattering
involving thesevortices is always abelian.In the case of Q, the vortex with flux
12~= — 1 distinguishesthe doublet representation,with which it has a nontrivial
Aharonov—Bohmeffect, from thefour singletrepresentations,with which it hasno

Aharonov—Bohmeffect.
Aharonov—Bohmscatteringof thesinglet chargesis necessarilyabelian.We may

distinguishamongthe four distinct one-dimensionalrepresentationsby scattering
off the threeremaining typesof vortices. We can read off from table 1 that the
±io~}vortex, for example,scattersprojectileswith chargei~or 1~,but doesnot

scatterprojectileswith charge1~or 1~,while the {±iu~)vortex scatters~ and 1~
but not 10 or l~•So scatteringoff thesetwo vortices evidently distinguishesthe
four singletrepresentationsof Q.

We canalsoinvoke theabelianAharonov—Bohmeffectto measurethe chargein
a large region, if themagneticflux in theregion is in thecenterof Q. As described
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in sect.3, the chargecanbe detectedas the Aharonov—Bohmphaseacquiredby a
vortex that circumnavigatesthe region.

The nonabelianAharonov—Bohmeffectoccursin theQ-modelwhena projectile
in the doublet representationof Q scattersoff a vortex whosemagneticflux is not
in the centerof Q. Consider,for example,a pair of vortices, eachwith magnetic
flux {±io-~). If the pair initially has the trivial 10 charge,and a projectile in the
doublet representationscattersoff onememberof the pair, then the pair becomes
excitedto the 1a representation.The chargecarriedby a vortex pair is restrictedto
the singlet representationsof Q, as the centerchargeof Q must be well defined
evenin the backgroundof a singlevortex.

We can gain some insight into the mechanismof nonabelianAharonov—Bohm
scatteringin the Q-model by contemplatinga model with a symmetry-breaking
hierarchy. If 6 in eq. (7.11) satisfies 6 << 1, then the model has three different
energyregimes.At short distancesSU(2) is effectively restored;at intermediate
distances,Pin(2) is a good symmetry; and at long distancesonly the Q-symmetry
survives. Then our earlier descriptionof a chargedparticle interacting with an
Alice vortex appliesto Aharonov—Bohmscatteringat intermediateenergyof a
doubletoff a pair of { ±io~~}vorticeswith intermediateseparation.A projectile in
thedoublet representationof Q mustbe in a Q = n + ~ representationof Pin(2),
where n is a non-negativeinteger, andexcitesan initially unchargedstateof the
vortex pair to a statewith charge QJ = 2n + 1. A pair of {±io-~}vortices in the
IQ~= 2n + 1 representationof Pin(2) transformsas the l~representationof Q. At
long distances,the Pin(2) chargeof the vortex pair becomesscreenedby the
condensate,but the Q-chargeis a type of hair that cannot be screened.Nor can
the Q-chargebecomescreenedas the separationof the vortex pair smoothlyvaries
from an intermediatedistanceto a long distance.

We see,now, that the Q-modellends supportto our generalclaims. Quantum-
mechanicalhair in the model is classifiedby magneticflux, and in the sectorswith
magneticflux in the centerof Q, by an irreducible representationof Q. Further-
more,Q-chargecanbe carriedby an isolated vortex pair.

In general,if H is a discretegaugegroup,thena vortexwith magneticflux in the
conjugacyclass {h

0} can be patchedtogetherwith a vortex with flux in the class
(h~}to make a configurationwith trivial flux. The possiblevaluesof H charge
that this pair cancarryaredeterminedas follows: H canact on a representativeh0
of a conjugacyclassaccordingto

h:h0—shh,,,h~, h~H. (7.15)

The representativesof a classthustransformas a (in generalreducible)represen-

tation of H with dimension equal to the order of the class. The irreducible
representationsof H containedin this representationare the allowedvaluesof the
chargeof the vortex pair.
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For example, the class { ±io~}of Q transformsas the representation10 + l~of
Q. The class

{ P(0) = i~ex~(i~uz)} (7.16)

of Pin(2) transformsas

P(0) ~P(0 + 2w); (7.17)

this is an infinite-dimensional representationof Pin(2) that contains all the
integer-IQ irreducible representations.

A gauge-invariantoperatorcanbe constructedcorrespondingto eachelementin
the centerH of the unbrokengaugegroup H. Eachsuchoperatormay be defined
as in eq.(3.3), and anorder parameterA(I,C) canbe formulatedas in eq. (4.4)
that probes how the local H symmetry is realized. However, thesestatements
require a qualification. If H is embeddedin a continuousgaugegroup G that
undergoesthe Higgsphenomenon,then the operatorF(I) correspondingto the H
chargesis invariant under local G transformationsonly if H is containedin the
centerof G. If this is not the case,then the H chargesmust be constructedin a
low-energyeffective theorywith local H symmetry,as we describedin sect.6.

If the unbrokendiscretegaugegroup H is nonabelian,though, we have argued
that there is a charge superselectionsector associatedwith each irreducible

representationof H. This is a richer classificationthan can be probedby the H
chargeoperatorsalone. But we have been unable to constructgauge-invariant
operatorswhoseeigenvaluesdistinguishthe varioussectors.Our difficulties result
from the peculiarpropertiesof the nonabelianAharonov—Bohmeffect.

In particular,in two spatial dimensions,the H-chargecontainedin a regionis in
generalill defined,unless the “magnetic flux” containedin the region is in the
centerH of H. Still, one can hope that an H-chargesuperselectionrule can be
formulatedin the sectorof the theorywith magneticflux in H. Similarly, in three
dimensions,H-charge should be well defined in a region that contains cosmic
stringsas long as no “branchcuts” intersectthe boundaryof the region.

The task of assigninga definite H-chargeto a boundedregion is complicated,
however,by quantumfluctuations.Virtual vortex pairs nearthe boundaryof the
region cause the enclosed magnetic flux to fluctuate. Therefore, computing
the expectationvalue of the chargenecessarilyinvolves averagingovervaluesof

the enclosedflux for which the charge is ill-defined. Becausethis is merely a
surfaceeffect, though,we expectthat a well-definedH-chargecanbe extractedin
the limit of infinite volume.

A relatedproblem is that a global H-gaugetransformationcannotbe defined
whenvorticesare present.This problem is evenmore acutefor a discretegauge
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group like Q, than for a continuousnonabeliangroup like Pin(2). In the case of
Pin(2), a global U(1) gaugetransformationcan be defined acting on a state that
containsan evennumberof vortices. This transformationis nontrivial at spatial
infinity, but can be smoothly deformedto the identity on all vortices and branch
cuts. If H is discrete,no such smooth deformationis possible.Only the gauge
transformationsin the centerH of H canbe performedon a generalbackground,
for the other transformationsfail to preservethe nontrivial matchingconditionson

the branchcuts. —

A mathematicalpursuit might conclude,then, that only the H chargescan be

defined in the presenceof vortices; evenvirtual vortex pairs deepinside a region
obstruct the global H transformationsacting on the region. We are reluctantto
acceptso drastic a conclusion.As we haveargued,the Aharonov—Bohmphases
acquiredby variousvorticesor cosmicstringsthat wind arounda regionprovide us
in principle with sufficient information to determinethe H chargecontainedin the
region.

We havebeenunableto find an operatorrealizationof this experiment,because
we do not know how to constructany gauge-invariantoperatorthat createsa
cosmic string or vortex pair, if the string or vortex exhibit the nonabelian
Aharonov.—Bohmeffect. This in itself is rathercurious,especiallyin the caseof the
vortex, which canbe a stableparticlein a (2 + 1)-dimensionalfield theory. There
shouldbe S-matrix elementswith vorticesin the asymptoticin andout states,but
we do not know how to obtain theseS-matrix elements by applying the LSZ
procedureto gauge-invariantGreenfunctions.

We note in passing that a vortex bound to a charged particle provides a
realizationof nonabelianstatisticsin 2 + 1 dimensions,if the vortex and particle
exhibit the nonabelianAharonov—Bohmeffect. A pair of gauge-equivalent“identi-
cal” particles undergoesa nonabeliantransformationwhen the particles are
interchanged.The physical interpretationof this constructionis rather obscure,
since an isolatedparticle has ill-defined charge, and a pair of particlescan carry
unlocalizedcharge.

8. Thechargeof a closeduniverse

An importantdistinction betweengaugeandglobal symmetriesis emphasizedin
ref. [1]. Becausea gaugesymmetry ariseswhen the variablesused to describea

systemare redundant,gaugesymmetries,unlike global symmetries,are intrinsically
exact. A gauge symmetry that is weakly broken by a small perturbation is an
oxymoron.

This distinction has a familiar consequencein connectionwith the topology-
changing interactionsthat may occur in quantum gravity [51.Fig. 15 depicts a
wormholein euclideanspacetime,a processin which a parentuniversegives birth
to a tiny closedbaby universethat is disconnectedfrom the parent,and the baby
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Fig. 15. A globallyconservedchargedisappearsdowna wormhole.

universecarries away a unit of a globally conservedcharge.An observerin the
parentuniverseseesthe chargedisappear,and interpretsthis eventas a violation
of the global conservationlaw.

The correspondingprocessin which a nonvanishingamount of a locally con-
servedchargeis swallowedby a wormhole mustbe forbidden.An observerin the
parentuniversewould interpret this eventas a violation of a local conservation
law, which we know to be impossible. It is familiar how wormhole physics is
reconciledwith gaugeinvariancein the caseof a locally conservedcharge, like
electric charge,that couplesto a masslessgaugefield. The babycloseduniverseis
required to carry vanishingtotal charge.This requirementis a consequenceof the
Gausslaw — chargecanbe expressedas a surfaceintegral, but the babyuniverse
hasno boundary.From the perspectiveof the parentuniverse,a regioncontained
in the universecan pinch off andbecomea disconnectedbabyuniverseonly if the
region hasno hair that can be detectedfar outsidethe region.

This heuristic understandingof why wormholes respectgaugesymmetriesex-
tends to the caseof local discretesymmetries;discretegaugecharges,although
screenedclassically, havequantummechanicalhair that can be detectedat the
boundaryof a manifold by meansof the Aharonov—Bohmeffect. In a manifold
without boundary, such hair is absent, and so the total gaugechargemust be
trivial.

In the caseof an abeliandiscretegaugesymmetry,the chargeoperatordefined
in sect.3 explicitly expressesthe chargeenclosedby a surfacein termsof fields on
that surface.Eq. (3.1) is the analogof the Gausslaw for a discretecharge, and
suffices to ensure that a closedmanifold contains zero total charge.That is, a
closedmanifold canbe obtainedfrom a manifold with boundaryI in the limit in
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which I shrinksto a point; in this limit F(I) approachesone,and the charge

enclosedby I vanishes. In the nonabeliancase, although we are unable to
constructa gauge-invariantoperatorrealization of the Gausslaw, we have seen
that the hair can in principle be detectedby cosmicstringsat the boundary.

In the nonabeliancase,however,the “total charge” is not necessarilythe same
as the sumof all the point chargescontainedin the universe.If theuniverseis not
a simply connectedmanifold, andthe gaugegroup is nonabelian,then additionof
chargesmaybe ambiguous,just as we found in the backgroundof a stringor vortex
pair. To illustrate this phenomenon,consider the model with unbrokengauge
groupH = Pin(2) thatwe describedin sect.7. A universewith a handleattachedto
it might be an “Alice universe”on which the electricfield E andelectric chargeQ
aredouble-valued;if we restrict E and Q to a singlebranch,then,theremustbe a
branchcut on a closedsurfacecontainedin the handle,where E and Q change

sign. In such an Alice universe,a chargedparticlethat voyagesthroughthehandle
returnsto its startingpoint with its chargeflipped in sign [421.

Of course,this processin which a chargechangessign by traversinga handle
mustnot modify the electric field as measuredfar away from the handle.Indeed,
just as we saw that a chargedparticle that passesthrough a loop of Alice string
must transfer charge to the loop, a chargedparticle that traversesan “Alice

handle” transferschargeto the handle.The chargeof the handlecanbe defined
by meansof the electricflux througha surfacethat is the boundaryof a regionthat
contains the handle, as long as this surfacedoesnot intersect the branch cut.
While the handle itself has a well-defined electric charge, this charge is not
localizedanywhereinside the handle.The branchcut appearsto be the sourceof
the flux, but the cut is an unphysicalgaugeartifact, and no actualchargeresides
there.

In general,if E is restrictedto a single branch, then the “total charge” is the
sum of the pointchargesandof the “charges”on all of thebranchcuts;this is the
quantitythat mustvanish in a closeduniverse.Fig. 16 depictsthe electric field of a
single charged particle in an Alice universe; the charge Q of the particle is
compensatedby the charge — Q of the handle.

br~caI~

Fig. 16. Onebranchof theelectric field of a point chargein anAlice universe.
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Since the element e2’~is in the center of Pin(2), it commutes with the
nontrivial transition function on the branch cut, and a handle is therefore not

permitted to carry this charge. This means that Q modulo an integer is a
well-defined additive quantum number that can be computedby summing the
valuesof the point charges.In particular, then, the numberof elementarypoint
chargeswith I QI = mustbe even in a closeduniverse.

This discussionof charge in the Pin(2) model is also applicableto the caseof
nonabeliandiscretegaugesymmetry,as we arguedin sect. 7.

9. Conclusions

In a gaugetheory, a superselectionrule ariseswhenevertherearestatesthat are

endowedwith propertiesthat can be detectedat arbitrarily long range. In this
sense,the superselectionrulesprovidea classificationof the typesof “hair” that a
localized object can carry. This paper has aimed to clarify the nature of the
superselectionrules in theories with local symmetry. In particular, we have
examinedthe notion of “quantum-mechanicalhair” that is invisible classically,but
can be detectedvia the Aharonov—Bohmeffect. Such quantum-mechanicalhair
can in principle be carriedby a blackhole.

In the case of quantum-mechanicalhair that is associatedwith an abelian
discretegaugesymmetry,our discussionhas beenreasonablycomplete.We con-
structeda chargeoperatorwhoseeigenvaluesdistinguishthe various superselec-
tion sectorsof the theory, and formulateda nonlocalorder parameterthat probes
the realizationof the local symmetry. Our constructiontranslatesinto operator
languagethe heuristicideathat the chargeinsidea regioncanbe measuredas the
Aharonov—Bohmphasethat is acquiredby a cosmic string that winds aroundthe
region. The chargeoperatorprovides,in particular, an operator descriptionof
the quantum-mechanicalhair on a black hole.

In the caseof a nonabeliandiscretegaugesymmetry,our graspof the superse-
lection rules is in a less satisfactorystate.We proposedthat, asin theabeliancase,
the chargesuperselectionsectorsare classifiedby the irreducible representations
of the gaugegroup, and we describedhow the representationcontent can be
inferred from measurableAharonov—Bohmphases.However, we succeededin

constructinggauge-invariantchargeoperatorsonly for the chargesin the centerof
the gauge group. We could not translate the procedure for measuring

Aharonov—Bohmphasesinto operatorlanguagebecause,curiously, we could not
find a gauge-invariantoperatorthat createsthe desiredcosmic string. This diffi-
culty is closely related to a remarkablefeatureof the nonabelianAharonov—Bohm
effect — a loop of cosmicstringcancarry charge,eventhoughthe chargecannotbe
localized anywhereon the string or in its vicinity.

The implicationsof the Aharonov—Bohmeffect, andof local discretesymmetry,
are surprisingly deep; we feel that these implications have not yet been fully
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explored. We expect, in particular, that further investigationof the nonabelian
Aharonov—Bohmeffectwill prove to be highly rewarding.

Alford et al. [43,44] haveindependentlyinvestigatedthe propertiesof quantum-
mechanicalhair and the nonabelianAharonov—Bohmeffect.

J.P. gratefully acknowledgesa helpful discussionwith SidneyColemanconcern-
ing the Alice string and Cheshirecharge. L.K. acknowledgesuseful discussions
with FrankWilczek aboutdiscretegaugechargesandlocal discretesymmetry.We
have also benefited from conversationswith Frank Accetta, Jim Hughes, Joe
Polchinski, David Politzer, Soo-JongRey, Opher Shapira, and Lenny Susskind.
This work was initiated at the Aspen Centerfor Physics.

Noteadded in proof

That a general global gauge transformationcannot be implemented in the
backgroundof anonabelianvortex (asdescribedin sect. 7) waspreviouslypointed
out by Balachandran,Lizzi andRogers[45].The effectof an axion masson axionic
charge (discussedin sect. 3) has been addressedindependentlyby Allen and
Bowick [461.
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